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An Overview of the History of the Countertenor 
Voice and Falsetto Singing 

This document was compiled as a supplement for a video by 
earlymusicsources.com which presents a brief overview of the countertenor voice. 
Since the topic is far too broad and complex to be presented through such a 
compact medium, this document functions primarily as a collection and 
contextualisation of some of the most important extant source material. It must be 
stressed that this document is not intended to be a formal academic paper and is 
subsequently not structured as such. Finally, huge thanks must be given to Lisandro 
Abadie for his support and guidance, Dann Mitton for his comments and help 
navigating the world of voice science, and Elam Rotem for inviting me to be part of 
this project. 
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Terminology and Etymology 

• Tenor: The word ‘tenor’ has had a variety of meanings and functions, a few of 
which are outlined below:


- The reciting note of a mode (Aurelian of Réôme)


- The final of a mode (Jacobus of Liège)


- In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the term ‘tenoriste’ or ‘tenorista’ 
seems to have referred to a singer capable of aiding in directing extempore 
singing.


- In polyphonic repertories before c.1500 the voice around which a 
composition was structured tended to be named the ‘tenor.’ Descriptions of 
contrapuntal or ‘discant’ practices tend to focus on the relationship between 
the tenor and the added voice(s.)


• If one voice proceeds in longer note values then this is typically the ‘tenor.’


• If one voices holds a borrowed cantus firmus then this is usually called 
‘tenor.’ 


• Before c.1300, the ‘tenor’ was only labelled as such when not taken from 
chant melodies (Johannes de Grocheio.)


• Throughout the sixteenth century, the centrality of the ‘tenor’ in 
contrapuntal pedagogy and practice begins to diminish, but it remained 
usual to name the part carrying the cantus firmus ‘tenor.’ 


- Etymologically, it is widely assumed that the use of the term ‘tenor’ in this 
context originates in the Latin ‘tenere’ (to hold,) since it tended to be the 
voice which ‘held’ the chant. It’s been suggested however, that it may in fact 
be more likely that the term is related to its contrapuntal function in 
supporting (‘holding’ up) the vertical ordering of consonances (Johannes de 
Garlandia and Franco of Cologne.)


- The term ‘tenor’ is generally used today in Western Classical musical culture 
to designate a high male voice which uses mostly or entirely ‘mode 1’ (see 
anatomy section below.)  
1

 David Fallows, Owen Jander, Elizabeth Forbes, J.B. Steane, Ellen T. Harris, and Gerald 1

Waldman, "Tenor." Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 24 Jul. 2020. https://www-
oxfordmusiconline-com.access.authkb.kb.nl/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/
9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-0000027667.
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• Contratenor 

- In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, the ‘tenor’ was often paired with a 
‘contratenor’ which tended to share an overlapping range. This designation 
contrasts with the practice of assuming additional voices to be above the 
tenor by default. 


- By about 1450 the term began to be divided into two functions, that of 
‘contratenor altus’ or ‘contratenor bassus.’ It is mostly the function of the 
‘contratenor altus’ which survived into the sixteenth century and further to the 
present day. 
2

- The term ‘contratenor’ or ‘countertenor’ is generally used today in Western 
Classical vocal pedagogy to describe a high male voice which uses mostly or 
entirely ‘mode 2’ (see anatomy section below) or ‘falsetto.’  The debate as to 3

what constitutes a ‘real countertenor’ is still raging in certain circles, with an 
important point of disagreement being the extent to which the term ‘falsetto’ 
contains connotations of falseness.’


• Falsetto: Typically a description of the male ‘mode 2’ (see anatomy section 
below.) Although it is generally assumed that the term ‘falsetto’ shares 
etymological roots with notions of falseness, (Latin: ‘falsus’) Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau actually links the french ‘fausset’ to the Latin ‘fauces,’ meaning 
throat.  In any case, it is worth noting that there is nothing inherently ‘unnatural’ 4

about falsetto singing, indeed it is a technique that it available to any vocally 
healthy voice. The use of the term ‘falsetto’ in relation to female singing is now 
generally obsolete in mainstream pedagogical circles, but has some historical 
and scientific interest.


• Falsettist: Typically used to describe a male singer who sings entirely or mostly 
in ‘falsetto’ 


 Owen Jander, "Contratenor." Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 24 Jul. 2020. https://2

www-oxfordmusiconline-com.access.authkb.kb.nl/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/
9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-0000006371.

 Peter Giles, and J.B. Steane, "Countertenor." Grove Music Online. 2001; Accessed 24 Jul. 3

2020. https://www-oxfordmusiconline-com.access.authkb.kb.nl/grovemusic/view/10.1093/
gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-0000006694.

 ‘Si ce mot vient du François faux opposé à juste, il faut l’écrire comme je fais ici, en suivant 4

l’orthographe de l’Encyclopédie: mais s’il vient, comme je le crois, du Latin, faux, faucis, “la 
gorge,” il falloit, au lieu des deux ss qu’on a substituées, laisser le c que j’y avois mis.’ Jean-
Jacques Rousseau, Dictionnaire De Musique (Paris: Chez La Veuve Duchesne, 1768), 219.
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• Head Voice: The term ‘head voice’ has several meanings, but broadly speaking 
is used to describe a variety of registrational choices which can be thought to 
relate to some sort of sensation in certain areas of the head. 


- In male voices it is usually, but not always, used to describe an approach 
distinct from ‘falsetto,’ or ‘mode 2,’ the mechanism used by the majority of 
modern ‘countertenors.’ It is instead commonly associated with a sound 
produced in the upper part of ‘mode 1’ with fewer and weaker high 
harmonics, which tends to make it flutier and lighter in timbre.  
5

- In female voices, the term ‘falsetto’ is less commonly used and as such, the 
term ‘head voice’ often functions in its place.


Registration, anatomy, and acoustics 
- Defining and understanding the term ‘countertenor’ in both its modern and 

historical usage is inseparably linked to matters of vocal registration, one of the 
most disputed and complex elements of both modern and historical vocal 
pedagogy. The section below is far from exhaustive, but attempts to summarise 
some important concepts in modern vocal pedagogy. 
6

• Perhaps the most well-known definition of ‘register’ is Manuel Garcia, junior’s 
comment that ‘a register is a series of homogeneous sounds produced by one 
mechanism, differing essentially from another series of equally homogeneous 
sounds produced by another mechanism.’ 
7

• The most current designations for vocal registers at a purely vibratory level (at 
the level of the vocal folds without any acoustical considerations) are as 
follows, here summarised by Kenneth Bozeman: 
8

 Kenneth Bozeman, Practical Vocal Acoustics : Pedagogic Applications for Teachers and 5

Singers (Hillsdale, NY: Pendragon Press, 2013), 6.

 The discussion presented here focuses primarily on the laryngeal elements of registration, 6

and as such the most notable omission from this document is the relationship between 
acoustical elements of voice production and perceptions of registration. An excellent 
summary can be found in Kenneth Bozeman, Practical Vocal Acoustics : Pedagogic 
Applications for Teachers and Singers (Hillsdale, NY: Pendragon Press, 2013)

 Manuel García, Garcia’s New Treatise on the Art of Singing. A Compendious Method of 7

Instruction, with Examples and Exercises for the Cultivation of the Voice (Boston: O. Ditson, 
1870), 6.

 Kenneth Bozeman, Practical Vocal Acoustics : Pedagogic Applications for Teachers and 8

Singers (Hillsdale, NY: Pendragon Press, 2013), 77-78.
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•  ‘Mode 0’ for vocal fry/pulse’ 


• ‘Mode 1’ for thick vocal folds or ‘chest’ (higher contact quotient: greater 
than c. 50%)’


• ‘Mode 2’ for thin vocal folds or ‘head’ (also commonly called ‘falsetto’) 
(lower contact quotient: less than c. 40%)’


• ‘Mode 3’ for whistle register’ 
9

- ‘Mode 1’ is sometimes thought to be thyroarytenoid dominant, and ‘mode 
two’ cricothyroid dominant. 


- ‘Vibrational mode appears to be binary in almost all singers that have been 
measured with EGG. That is to say, though excellent singers accomplish 
smooth sound transitions, few singers accomplish an absolutely smooth, 
gradual shift in vocal fold shape and contact quotient. However, 
thyroarytenoid and cricothyroid muscle involvement across range is not 
purely binary (on/off).’


- Importantly, the shift from ‘mode 1’ to ‘mode 2’ is defined by a unique 
‘break.’ 
10

• In an ascending glissando across laryngeal registers, this ‘break’ takes the 
form of ‘an upward frequency jump, a reduction of the amplitude of the 
EGG signal, and a modification of its shape...This is a characteristic of the 
switch from mechanism M1[mode 1] to mechanism M2.’


• A descending glissando is ‘characterized by an abrupt increase in the 
amplitude of the EGG signal and an abrupt fall in frequency...These events 
characterize the transition from mechanism M2 to mechanism M1.’


• ‘This phenomenon does not depend on the gender of the subjects nor on 
their level of vocal training. Its perception by a listener, however, may 
depend on the level of vocal training.’ 


• ‘When the switch from mechanism M1 to mechanism M2 is not 
accompanied by a frequency jump...one can still observe an abrupt 
modification in the amplitude of the EGG signal. In this case, the change of 
mechanism is preceded by a significant decrease in intensity This 

 The terminology of mode 0,1,2, and 3 is not Bozeman’s own, but was first presented in 9

Bernard Roubeau, Nathalie Henrich, and Michèle Castellengo, “Laryngeal Vibratory 
Mechanisms: The Notion of Vocal Register Revisited,” Journal of Voice 23, no. 4 (July 
2009): 425–38, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jvoice.2007.10.014.

 Ibid.10
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observation would confirm the hypothesis, known in an empirical way by 
singers that the amplitude of the jump depends on the intensity of sound 
production.’ 
11

• Bozeman also gives the following brief description of the aural qualities often 
associated with these divisions of register at the level of the larynx, and these 
are useful to keep in mind as we proceed with analysing historical descriptions 
of register: 
12

- ‘chestier (shorter, thicker) laryngeal adjustments have a vertical phase 
difference (a greater depth of vocal fold contact with an abrupt, undulatory 
contact from lower to upper vocal fold edge in each cycle) creating a more 
complex pressure waveform with more, stronger high harmonics. It is 
therefore inherently brassier in timbre. This thicker vocal fold shape is 
increasingly referred to as vibrational mode one.’ 


- ‘headier (longer, thinner) laryngeal adjustments “chop” the airstream more 
simply (little to no vertical phase difference) and less abruptly, creating a 
more sinusoidal pressure wave pattern with a strong Fo(H1), but fewer, 
weaker high harmonics. It is therefore flutier in timbre. This thinner vocal fold 
shape is referred to as vibrational mode two.’


- Below is a table from Roubeau, Heinrich and Castellengo‘s article ‘Laryngeal 
Vibratory Mechanisms’ which provides a list of synonyms for these various 
laryngeal mechanisms. Note in particular the location of both the male and 
female ‘voix mixte.’ 
13

 Ibid.11

 Kenneth Bozeman, Practical Vocal Acoustics : Pedagogic Applications for Teachers and 12

Singers (Hillsdale, NY: Pendragon Press, 2013), 6.

 Bernard Roubeau, Nathalie Henrich, and Michèle Castellengo, “Laryngeal Vibratory 13

Mechanisms: The Notion of Vocal Register Revisited,” Journal of Voice 23, no. 4 (July 
2009): 425–38, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jvoice.2007.10.014: 437.
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• Nuance is added by a set of parameters defined in a study by Herbst-
Ternström-Švec who identified the following in a male baritone singer: 
14

- Lyrical (aBducted) ‘chest’ (‘Mode 1’)


- Full (aDducted) ‘chest’ (Mode1)


- Naive (aBducted) ‘falsetto’ (‘Mode 2’)


- Countertenor (aDducted) ‘falsetto’ (‘Mode 2’)


- ‘These settings could be explained by the independent manipulation of 
mainly two laryngeal parameters: (1) the thickening of the vocal folds and (2) 
the adduction of the posterior glottis. These two physiologic parameters 
represent two physiologically distinct types of glottal adduction: 
membranous adduction (adjustable by thyroarytenoid-vocalis muscles) and 
cartilaginous adduction (adjustable by cricoarytenoid and interarytenoid 
muscles)’


• Below can be seen a table from Herbst-Ternström-Švec’s article which outlines 
these parameters. 
15

Medieval Europe and Issues in Terminology 
- While terms that may seem to be synonymous with high male singing are 

prevalent in early European writings on music, a degree of care must be taken 
before leaping to easy conclusions. Perhaps at this point it’s worth pointing out 

 Christian T. Herbst, Sten Ternström, and Jan G. Švec, “Investigation of Four Distinct 14

Glottal Configurations in Classical Singing—A Pilot Study,” The Journal of the Acoustical 
Society of America 125, no. 3 (March 2009): EL104–9, https://doi.org/10.1121/1.3057860. 

 Ibid.15
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that the vast majority of people who have published on the history of falsetto 
singing and the ‘countertenor’ voice are, or have been, ‘falsettists’ themselves, 
and with this comes a certain leaning towards an understanding of musical 
history which promotes ‘falsetto’ singing in contexts where it may not necessarily 
has existed.  Perhaps the clearest example of this bias is Neville Coghill’s 16

modernisation of Chaucer’s Miller’s Tale:


- ‘And pleyen songes on a smal rubible Therto he song som tyme a loud 
quynyble’ - ‘He played a two-stringed fiddle, did it proud, And sang a high 
falsetto, rather loud’ 
17

- While it may have been appealing to the aesthetics associated with medieval 
music in the 1950s to translate the word ‘quynyble’ to ‘falsetto,’ there is 
certainly there is no linguistic reason to do so. 

• Indeed, although descriptions of and prohibitions against ‘effeminate’ singing in 
early sources are common, there is no reason found in historical sources to 
suggest that medieval notions of the term are necessarily associated with 
higher-pitched singing.


- The twelfth-century John of Salisbury, for example, clearly links the idea of 
‘femininity’ to an excess of ornamentation instead, describing certain singers 
as ‘[polluting] the very practice of devotion that in the sight of God... by the 
debauchery of their wanton voices, by their self-display, by their womanish 
manner of making little notes and their chopping up of phrases, they try to 
remove all manly firmness from the dazed little minds of their listeners. When 
you have heard the effeminate melodies of those...you would think it was the 
singing of Sirens, not humans... that facility, if such it is, of going up high or 
down low that dividing up or multiplying of short notes, that repetition of 
phrases and endless reinforcing of individual sections, all so mingle the high 
notes, even the very highest [acutissima], with low and ultra-low notes that 
the ears almost lose their power to judge. The mind is lulled by the attraction 
of all this sweetness and has not the strength to assess the merits of the 

 Simon Ravens, The Supernatural Voice : A History of High Male Singing (Woodbridge: 16

Boydell Press, 2014), vii and 72.

 Geoffrey Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales. Translated into Modern English, by Nevill 17

Coghill., trans. Neville Coghill (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1951),108.
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sounds it hears. When they go beyond due measure, these things will more 
readily arouse itching in the genitals than devotion in the mind.’ 
18

- The passage which seems most likely to describe something resembling 
‘falsetto’ singing is perhaps the following prohibition by the roughly 
contemporaneous Bernard of Clairvaux, who says that ‘it befits men to sing 
with a virile voice, and not in a womanish, ringing manner or as it is said in 
the vernacular, with false voices, as if imitating the lasciviousness of 
minstrels. And therefore we have stipulated that a medium is to be used in 
the chant, not only so that it should exude seriousness, but also so that 
devotion may be conserved.’  What is it about the timbre which is ‘ringing,’ 19

and how does it relate to the ‘lasciviousness’ of minstrels? It’s certainly 
possible that this could refer to pitch, but Bernard could also be discussing 
any of the numerous other types of immorality associated with vocal 
practices at the time. The final sentence suggests most strongly an 
association with pitch, but the the term ‘medium’ [mediocritatem] could also 
refer to tempo, or indeed simply refer to a sense of modesty in performance. 


- In addition, there is no reason found in historical sources to suggest that 
descriptions of ‘false’ singing refer to ‘falsetto’ of any sort, in fact the only 
two treatises which describe vocal register from this period do not give any 
hint of ‘falseness’ being associated with high singing (see Jerome and 
Marchetto below). While it’s possible that this connotation was accepted to 
the extent that it needn’t have been documented at all, a more plausible 
interpretation of these descriptions would be that they refer to the use of 
‘musica falsa,’ or ‘musica ficta.’ Descriptions of false ‘voices’ are far more 

 ‘Ipsum quoque cultum religionis incestat quod ante conspectum Domini... lascivientis 18

vocis luxu, quadam ostentatione sui, muliebribus modis notularum articulorumque caesuris, 
stupentes animulas emollire nituntur. Cum praecinentium et succinentium, concinentium et 
decinentium, intercinentium et occinentium praemolles modulationes audieris, Sirenarum 
concentus credas esse non hominum... Ea siquidem est ascendendi descendendique 
facilitas, ea sectio vel geminatio notularum, ea replicatio articulorum singulorumque 
consolidatio, sic acuta vel acutissima gravibus et subgravibus temperantur ut auribus sui 
iudicii fere subtrahatur auctoritas ... Cum haec quidem modum excesserint, lumborum 
pruriginem quam devotionem mentis poterunt citius excitare.' John of Salisbury, Ioannis 
Saresberiensis Episcopi Carnotensis Policratici, ed. Clement Charles (New York: Arno Press, 
1979), 41-2. Translation from Simon Ravens, The Supernatural Voice : A History of High 
Male Singing (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2014), 26. 

 ‘Viros decet virili voce cantare, et norl more femineo tinnulis, vel ut vulgo dicitur falsis 19

vocibus veluti histrionicam imitari lasciviam. Et ideo constituimus mediocritatem servari in 
cantu, ut gravitatem redoleat, et devotion conservetur.' Joseph Canivez, “Statuta 
Capitulorum Generalium Ordinis Cisterciensis, 1116-1786,” The American Historical Review 
44, no. 4 (July 1939): 878, https://doi.org/10.2307/1844427. Translation from Christopher 
Page and Andrew Parrott, “False Voices,” Early Music 9, no. 1 (January 1981): 71–72, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/earlyj/9.1.71: 71.
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likely therefore to refer to chromatically inflected solmisation syllables 
(‘voces’) which necessitate the use of a ‘ficta’ hexachord, since they fall 
outside of the traditional medieval gamut. 
20

- The earliest clear description of vocal register in singing is found in Jerome of 
Moravia’s Tractatus de Musica from the end of the 13th century:


• ‘Dissimilar voices ought not to be combined in such a way. This is because 
- to speak not by nature but by common image - certain voices are said to 
be chest [pectoris] voices, certain ones are throat [gutturis] voices, and 
certain are head [capitis] voices. We say voices are chest voices when they 
produces notes from the chest, and those are of the throat that produce 
notes from the throat, and those are of the head that produces notes from 
the heard. Chest voices are effective in low parts, throat voices are 
effective in high parts, and head voices are effective in the highest range. 
In general, coarse and low voices are chest voices, delicate and very high 
voices are head voices, and voices that are intermediate between these are 
throat voices. No voice, therefore, should be joined in song but a chest 
voice to a chest voice, a throat voice to a throat voice, and a head voice to 
a head voice. But since every voice derives it’s energy from the chest, it is 
necessary fourthly that a song never be begun very high, especially by 
those possessing head voices, rather they should establish at least one 
note lower than the rest in their chest as a foundation of their voice; and 
not so low that they howl nor so high that they shout, but they should 
always begin moderately, that is ‘sing’; that is so that the song may not rule 
the voice, but the voice rule the song.’ 
21

 For more information see Karol Berger, Musica Ficta : Theories of Accidental Inflections in 20

Vocal Polyphony from Marchetto Da Padova to Gioseffo Zarlino (Cambridge; New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2004).

 ‘ut voces dissimiles in tali cantu non misceant, cum non naturaliter sed vulgariter 21

loquendo quaedam voces sint pectoris, quaedam gutturis, quaedam vero sint ipsius capitis. 
Voces dicimus pectoris, quae formant notas in pectore, gutturis, quae in gutture, capitis 
autem, quae formant notas in capite. Voces pectoris valent in gravibus, gutturis in acutis, 
capitis autem in superacutis. Nam communiter voces grossae et bassae sunt pectoris, 
voces subtiles et altissimae sunt capitis, voces vero inter has mediae sunt ipsius gutturis. 
Nulla igitur ex his alteri jungatur in cantu, sed vox pectoris pectorali, gutturis gutturali, capitis 
autem capitali. Quoniam autem omnes voces vigorem consequuntur ex pectore, ideo quarto 
necessarium est, ut nunquam adeo cantus alte incipiatur, praecipue ab habentibus voces 
capitis, quin ad minus unam notam ceteris bassiorem pro fundamento suae vocis statuant in 
pectore, et nec nimis basse, quod est ululare, nec nimis alte, quod est clamare, sed 
mediocriter, quod est cantare, ita scilicet, ut non cantus voci, sed vox cantui dominetur, 
semper incipiant.’ Hieronymus de Moravia, Tractatus de Musica, ed. Simon Cserba, 
Freiburger Studien zur Musikwissenschaft, vol. 2 (Regensburg: Pustet, 1935),188. 
Translation from Simon Ravens, The Supernatural Voice : A History of High Male Singing 
(Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2014), 33.
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• Although Jerome ascribes no pitch to these descriptions, indeed one need 
be particularly cautious when it comes to interpreting descriptions of pitch 
in the middle ages, more information is added by the fourteenth-century 
Italian, Marchetto da Padova who says the following using similar 
terminology:


- ‘The F [clef] belongs to the low notes, the C to the high. But someone 
will ask, “what is the definition of ‘low,’ ‘high,’ and ‘very high’ note?” That 
note is called “low” [gravis] which is closest to silence in any human 
voice. It is formed in the voice of the chest [voce pectoris,] which is [of] 
little resonance and lies closest to the trachea, from which the voice 
issues. It is called “low” because it was originally formed in that low 
place. There are seven such notes on the hand, A, B [natural], C, D, E, F, 
and G. 


- The “high” [acuta] notes are so called because they produce higher 
pitches than the low ones. They are produced in a higher place, the 
voice of the throat [voce gutturis,] and thus they sound higher. There are 
likewise seven of them, and they do not differ in name from the low 
notes. 


- The “very high” [superacutae] notes are so called because they produce 
higher pitches than those “high” ones. They sound higher because they 
are produced in the highest place, in the voice of the head [voce capitis.] 
There are four of them, A, B [natural], C, and D. 


- One more note, E la, has been joined to these to perfect to origin [of the 
property] beginning on high G. In every human voice, no matter how 
extended or limited its range, the low, high, and very high notes are 
necessarily distinguished from each other.’ 
22

 ‘nam F in gravibus, C in acutis consituta sunt. Sed dicet aliquis: Quid est voix gravis, 22

acuta et superacuta? Dicimus quod vox gravis dicitur illa que in qualibet voce humana 
propinquior est silentio, que quidem formatur in voce pectoris, que est inferior resonatio, et 
magis propinqua canne pulmonis, a quo procedit vox; et ideo dicitur gravis quia in illo 
inferiori loco primitus est formata; et tales in constitutione manus sunt septem, scilicet A, B 
[natural], C, D, E, F, et G. Acute dicuntur eo quod acutum reddunt sonum respectu gravium 
predictarum; formantur enim in superiori loco, scilicet in voce gutturis, et ideo super illas 
sonum reddunt; et tales sunt similiter [a] septem, que non sunt a primis gravibus nominibus 
differentes. Superacute dicuntur eo quod super predictas acutas sonum reddunt, et ratio est 
quia formantur in excelsiori loco, scilicet in voce capitis; et tales sunt quatuor, scilicet A, B 
[natural], C, et D. Est enim alia adiuncta, scilicet E la, ut perfectionem principii quod in G 
acuto incipitur compleamus. Et notandum est quod in unaquaque humana voce, 
quantumcunque ascendere possit et descendere, vel quantumcunque ascensus et 
descensus penuriam patiatur, hee voces, graves, acute, et superacute, necessario 
distinguuntur.’ Marchetto da Padova and Jan W Herlinger, The Lucidarium of Marchetto of 
Padua (Chicago IL: University Of Chicago Press, 1985), 540-543.
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• While the descriptions of ‘head voice’ by these two authors could well refer 
to ‘falsetto’ singing, they are far too vague to be helpful in drawing any firm 
conclusions about patterns of registration in medieval singing. 


The Early Renaissance 

• The first adult male documented as singing superius in Cambrai is Johannes de 
Boves in 1500, presumably doing so as a ‘falsettist’ of some description. From 
then onwards, there are numerous records of adult male voices assigned to the 
uppermost voice, a few of which are listed below.


- June 27, 1535. Master Guillermus, soprano, is received as a vicar of the 
church...and he is provisionally committed to the regimen of the choirboys


- November 22, 1536. Nicolaus Monvoisin, young soprano, is received in the 
habit of the church, and he is to be placed in the house of the choirboys and 
his expenses are to be paid there. 


- March 7, 1539. A young soprano from Condé, whose voice has barely 
changed is received as a vicar at half salary. 
23

• In 1474, around the death-bed of Dufay, it is requested by the composer that 
‘Eight of those who are clerics of the church, in submissa voce will sing the 
hymn Magno salutis gaudio... which hymn being finished, altar boys, with their 
master, and two clerics, will in like manner sing my motet Ave regina 
caelorum.’  
24

- The term ‘submissa voce’ has been interpreted both as referring to ‘falsetto’ 
or simply quieter singing. By itself, this source is rather vague, but another 
document originating in Cambrai dating from 1536 may shed some light on 
the matter:


• ‘It is said to the master of the choirboys that he may make provision for 
some new boys and may teach the boys [pueros] of the choir to sing in 

 Craig Wright, “Performance Practices at the Cathedral of Cambrai 1475–1550 In Memory 23

of Gustave Reese,” The Musical Quarterly LXIV, no. 3 (1978): 295–328, https://doi.org/
10.1093/mq/lxiv.3.295: 309.

 ‘...sint octo ex sociis ecclesie juxta Lecti meum qui, submissa voce cantent hympnum 24

Magno salutit gaudio [...] quo hympno finito pueri altaris, una cum magistro eorum ei 
duobus ex sociis, inibi similiter presentes decantent motetum meum de Ave Regina 
Ceelorum.' Franz Xaver Haberl, Wilhelm Du Fay (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1885), 516. 
Translation from Simon Ravens, The Supernatural Voice : A History of High Male Singing 
(Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2014), 45-46.
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submisse voce or, as they say, in falsetto.’  Musicologist Simon Ravens 25

makes the point that the term ‘puer’ could refer to boys of all ages, 
including those going through puberty and in subsequent need of ‘falsetto,’ 
especially to sing the highest notes of their range. It’s equally possible that 
the term ‘falsetto’ could relate to quieter singing indeed, as we’ve seen, 
there is no reason found in theoretical sources to suggest that the term 
‘falsetto’ was associated with higher pitched singing at this point in time. 
On the other hand, it is also possible that this description could simply 
relate to an incident in which trebles needed to be instructed in the use of 
‘mode 2’ for all or part of their range.


- The notion of a ‘falsetto’ upper range is perhaps suggested by the writings of 
Conrad von Zabern (1474) who insists upon an approach in which the higher 
notes are sung consistently softer than the lower, an approach which is 
remarkably similar to those linked more explicitly with a ‘falsetto’ upper 
register in the 18th and 19th centuries, saying that ‘whoever wishes to sing 
well and clearly must employ his voice in three ways: resonantly and trumpet-
like for low notes, moderately in the middle range and more delicately for the 
high notes - the more so the higher the chant ascends.’ 
26

- Although there is no explicit association between the term ‘falsetto’ or any of 
its synonyms and the ‘contratenor’ in this period, if this passage by Conrad 
von Zabern is indeed to be understood as encouraging a change to ‘falsetto’ 
for the upper register then those parts designated ‘contratenor altus’ would 
very likely have been approached as such. It’s worth mentioning that, despite 
von Zabern’s strong opinions on the subject, he stresses throughout his 
writing that the majority of singers do not observe his instructions, describing 
one incident in particular in which he heard members of a supposedly 
notable choir with ‘trumpet-like voices singing with all their strength in the 

 ‘Dicatur magistro puerorum quod provideat habere aliquos novos pueros et faciat ipsos 25

pueros chori submisse voce en fousset cantare.’ Bibliothèque Municipale, Cambrai, 1070, 
fol. 182v. Simon Ravens, The Supernatural Voice : A History of High Male Singing 
(Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2014), 48.

 ‘quod quilibet discrete et bene cantare volens debet sua voce uti trivarie, hoc modo 26

scilicet: grossius sive tubalius in gravibus, id est inferioribus notis, et medio modo in mediis, 
et subtilius in acutis, acutis, id est altioribus notis, et hoc magis magisque, quo cantus altius 
vadit.’ Conrad von Zabern, Die Musiktraktate Conrads von Zabern, ed. Karl-Werner Gümpel 
(München: Bayerische Akademie Der Wissenschaften, 1956), 276. Translation from Joseph 
Dyer, “Singing with Proper Refinement: From De Modo Bene Cantandi (1474) by Conrad 
von Zabern,” Early Music 6, no. 2 (April 1978): 207–29, https://doi.org/10.1093/earlyj/
6.2.207: 217.
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highest register as if they wished to break the windows of the choir, or at 
least to shake them.’ 
27

• The term ‘Voce Mutate’ is also one which requires a certain amount of 
exploration, although the most immediate definition is related to the changing 
of one syllable (‘vox’) into another in the practice of hexachordal solmisation, as 
opposed to a specifically vocal phenomenon. One instance in which this 
definition seems to be less applicable however, is the following from Notre 
Dame in Paris in 1410:


- ‘Furthermore, the master of singing is to teach the boys at the appointed 
times: plainsong primarily, and also counterpoint and some good, decent 
discants, but no dissolute or improper songs; and he should not make them 
expend so much effort on such things that they fail to progress in grammar. 
Let it be particularly noted that in our Church discant is not in use, but is 
prohibited by the statutes, at least for those voices that are called changed 
[voces quae mutatae dicuntur.]’  It seems likely that this is a reference to, 28

and indeed a prohibition against, broken (mutated) male voices 
extemporising separate vocal lines against chant (discanting.) Another 
occurrence of the term in the motet Gaude Virgo by Battre (Trent Codex VI) 
suggests that it may refer to falsetto singing, since the upper part of the 
opening section of the work is marked 'mutate voces' whereas, in the 
following section, parts of similar written range are marked explicitly for boys. 
One very plausible understanding of this indication could indeed be that the 

 ‘Et audivi tamen in quodam notabili collegio, quod cantores tubales voces habentes 27

validissimis vocibus iuxta omnes vires suas in acutis sive in altioribus cantabant, quasi chori 
fenestras rumpere vellent cantando vel saltem movere, ut ego non parum de eorum 
admirarer ruditate utque moverer ad faciendum hunc rigmum.’ Conrad von Zabern, Die 
Musiktraktate Conrads von Zabern, ed. Karl-Werner Gümpel (München: Bayerische 
Akademie Der Wissenschaften, 1956), 276. Translation from Joseph Dyer, “Singing with 
Proper Refinement: From De Modo Bene Cantandi (1474) by Conrad von Zabern,” Early 
Music 6, no. 2 (April 1978): 207–29, https://doi.org/10.1093/earlyj/6.2.207: 217.

 ‘Porro Magister cantus statutis horis doceat pueros. Planum canabus, et contrapunctum, 28

et aliquos discantus honesto; non cantilenas dissolutas, impudicasque, nec faciat eos 
tantum insistere in talibus, quod perdant in grammatica profectum. Altento maxime, quod in 
Ecclesia nostra, discantus non est in usu, sed per statuta prohibitus, saltem quoad voces 
quae mutatae dicuntur.’ Jean Chartier, Ancien Chapitre de Notre-Dame de Paris et Sa 
Maitrise : D’apres Les Documents Capitulaires, 1326-1790, Avec Un Appendice Musical 
Comprenant Plusieurs Fragments d’oeuvres Des Anciens Maitres de Chapelle (1326-1790) 
(Paris, 1897). Translation found in Simon Ravens, The Supernatural Voice : A History of High 
Male Singing (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2014), 58.
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first of the passages is to be sung at high pitch by adult males, and the other 
by unbroken voices. 
29

Renaissance Italy and the Early Baroque 
- There is a great deal of evidence for the performance of the upper parts in 

polyphonic music by adult male singers in Italian Renaissance sources, as well as 
by boy choristers, but perhaps the clearest summary of the advantages and 
disadvantages of each is made by Viadana in his Cento Concerti Ecclesiastici of 
1602:


• ‘In these Concerti falsettists will make a better effect than the natural Sopranos, 
on the one hand, because the boys normally sing carelessly and with little 
grace, and furthermore because the falsettists can be heard from a distance in 
order to obtain a more beautiful performance; however, undoubtedly, a natural 
soprano is priceless, but they are rare.’ 
30

• It seems clear from this description that ‘falsettists’ are the preferred realistic 
choice, at least in part because they are more reliable and experienced. The 
following passage by Scipione Cerreto makes a similar point:


- ‘And nevertheless, nowadays falsetto singers enjoy a higher appreciation 
than [boy] sopranos, not only for being of a more mature age, but also 
because such voices give more satisfaction when they sing, and provide 
more sweetness to the ears of the listeners.’ 
31

• The evidence for falsettists singing the ‘altus’ and ‘contratenor’ parts in 
Renaissance Italy is sparse, the following letter from Scipione Gonzaga to the 
duke of Mantua describing the virtuoso falsettist Giovanni Luca Conforto 

 Stanley Boorman and David Fallows, Studies in the Performance of Late Medieval Music. 29

p.109-159, Specific Information on the Ensembles for Composed Polyphony, 1400-1474. 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 122.

 ‘Che in questi Concerti faranno miglior effetto i Falsetti, che i Soprani naturali, si perche 30

per lo più i Putti cantano trascuratamente, e con poca gratia, come anco perche si è atteso 
alla lontananza, per render più vaghezza; non vi è però dubbio, che non si può pagare con 
denari un buon Soprano naturale; ma se ne trovano pochi.’ Lodovico Da Viadana, Cento 
Concerti Ecclesiastici : Opera Duodecima (Venice: Giacomo Vincentini, 1602.) Translation 
adapted by Lisandro Abadie from Simon Ravens, The Supernatural Voice : A History of High 
Male Singing (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2014), 55.

 ‘E si bene al tempo d'hoggi gli Cantori di Falsetto stanno con maggior prerogativa, che 31

non stanno gli Soprani, non solo perche sono di età più matura, ma ancora perche tali voci 
mentre cantano danno maggior sodisfatione, e rendono maggior dolcezza all'orecchie de gli 
ascoltanti’ Scipione Cerreto, Dell'arbore musicale (Naples: Gio. Battista Sottile, 1608), 29. 
Many thanks to Lisandro Abadie for this translation.
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(author of the famous ‘Breve et facile maniera d'essercitarsi a far passaggi’)  is 32

very revealing:


- ‘He usually sings soprano, but when he was in the papal chapel he always 
sang, so I understand, contralto, perhaps to avoid joining his falsetto to the 
natural voices of the castrati.’ A week later, Gonzaga clarifies this in a 
subsequent letter, stating that when he sings ‘contralto’ he does so in his ‘full 
voice’ (‘voce piena.’) Aside from an interesting hint into the laryngeal 
registrational habits of the castrati, something confirmed and expanded upon 
from the eighteenth century onwards, this passage suggests strongly that, 
while ‘falsetto’ was used by Conforto to sing the uppermost parts, it was not 
when singing ‘contralto.’  
33

- This phenomenon of soprano falsettists being documented as additionally 
singing a lower voice part is found in a number of other sources from 
sixteenth-century Italy, such as the following description of the courtier Ettore 
Gesualdo:


• ‘As respects music, he sings his part from the book in as pretty a manner 
as a gentleman can. He has a rather good tenor voice. He also sings 
soprano, but his voice in this range is not as natural, although he sings 
gracefully.’ 
34

• Similarly, the virtusoso Giovanni Battista Bovicelli (author of the well-known 
‘Regole, passaggi di musica’ ) is recorded as being hired in 1569 as a 35

soprano and tenor in the chapel of the Santa Casa di Loreto. 
36

- Indeed, there is no more striking example of fluency across registers than the 
descriptions of ‘bastarda’ singing in sixteenth and seventeenth-century Italy. 

 Giovanni Luca Conforto, Breue et Facile Maniera d’essercitarsi Ad Ogni Scolaro, Non 32

Solamente a Far Passaggi (Roma, 1593).

 ‘...e di soprano tuttavia nel tempo che egli stette in cappella di N. S.re cantò sempre, si 33

come intendo, il contralto, forse per non accoppiar il suo falsetto alle voci naturali 
de'castrati.’ Richard Sherr, “Gugliemo Gonzaga and the Castrati,” Renaissance Quarterly 
33, no. 1 (1980): 33–56, https://doi.org/10.2307/2861534: 43 and 54. 

 ‘Quanto alla musica canta la parte sua a libro in quella più vaga maniera che possa farlo 34

un gentilhuomo. Ha voce di tenore assai buona. Canta anco il soprano ma la voce in questa 
parte non è tanto sincera, benchè egli sia graziosa.’ Anthony Newcomb, “Carlo Gesualdo 
and a Musical Correspondence of 1594,” The Musical Quarterly LIV, no. 4 (1968): 409–36, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/mq/liv.4.409: 434.

 Giovanni Battista Bovicelli, Regole, Passaggi Di Musica (Venice: Giacomo Vincentini, 35

1594).

 Jessie Rosenberg and Giancarlo Rostirolla, “Regole, Passagi Di Musica (1594) by Gio. 36

Battista Bovicelli,” Historic Brass Society Journal IV (1992): 27–44: 28.
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The first passage describing this technique for voices is by the physician 
Giovanni Camillo Maffei in 1562: 


• ‘Thus I say, that these voices are born from the matter of the tube [throat]; 
and by tube [throat] I mean all the parts mentioned above, which take part 
in producing the voice, so that... if the throat is soft [molle,] it will produce a 
flexible, pliant and variable voice. But if it happens to be hard [dura,] it will 
produce a rigid and hard voice. For when the instrument is hard, it cannot 
be flexible (as is required); but if it is soft, being easily pliant, it can form 
and imitate every kind of voice. Thence comes that there are many who are 
only able to sing bass. And one sees many others who only have the 
inclination to sing one type of voice in compositions, and barely manage to 
sing it, to the greatest annoyance of the ear. And on the other hand, there 
are such who sing the bass, the tenor and any other part with great ease, 
and embellishing and diminishing with their throat, they make passaggi, 
now in the low range, now in the middle and now in the high range, which 
are most beautiful to hear.’  37

• One famous example of a singer who seems to have been particularly 
fluent in this skill is that of Giulio Cesare Brancaccio, whose singing is 
described as follows:


- ‘In the Holy Year of 1575 or shortly afterwards, there began a style of 
singing very different from that which had gone before, and which 
continued for some years afterwards, principally singing solo to an 
instrument, for example by one Giovanni Andrea (Neapolitan) and by 
Signor Giulio Cesare Brancaccio and Alessandro Merlo (Roman), who all 

 ‘Or dico dunque, che queste voci nascono dalla propria materia della canna; et intendo 37

per la canna tutte le parti sopradette, che concorrono à far la voce, si che, se quella sarà 
molle, fara la voce flessibile, pieghevole, e variabile. Ma se per sorte sarà dura, farà la voce 
riggida, e dura. Percioche essendo duro l'istrumento, non puo (come bisognaria) piegarsi; si 
come essendo molle aggevolmente piegandosi, puo formare, e fingere ogni sorte di voce. E 
di qui nasce, che molti sono i quali non ponno altra voce ch'il basso cantare. E molti 
anchora se ne veggono che non sono, se non ad una delle voci del conserto inchinati, e 
quella con grandissimo fastidio dell'orecchia appena cantano. E per il contrario, poi se ne 
trovano alcuni, ch'il basso, il tenore, et ogni altra voce, con molta facilità cantano; e 
fiorendo, diminoendo con la gorga, fanno passaggi, hora nel basso, hora nel mezzo, et hora 
nell'alto, ad intendere bellissimi.’ Giovanni Camillo Maffei, Delle Lettere (Naples: Raymundo 
Amato, 1562). ed. Nanie Bridgman, “Giovanni Camillo Maffei et Sa Lettre Sur Le Chant,” 
Revue de Musicologie 38, no. 113 (July 1956): 3, https://doi.org/10.2307/927303: 77-8. 
Translation by Lisandro Abadie.
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sang bass with a range extending over twenty-two degrees of the scale, 
with a variety of passaggi new and pleasing to everybody’s ears. 
38

• Although determining the exact nature of this rather wide-ranged 
performance practice is difficult, it’s possible that examples may exist in 
the treatise of Francesco Rognoni, published in 1620, an example of which 
can be seen below. The highest and lowest notes are circled for ease of 
reading: 
39

- The term ‘falsetto’ is defined most clearly by two sources from the Italian 
Renaissance. 


• Firstly, Giovanni Camillo Maffei describes in 1562 how ‘If anyone wanted to 
fake their voice, for instance, having a natural bass voice, and for lack of a 
soprano he feigned the voice, which is called falsetto, he could do so by 

 ‘L’anno santo del 1575 o poco dopo si comminciò un modo di cantare molto diverso da 38

quello di prima, e così per alcuni anni seguenti, massime nel modo di cantare con una voce 
sola sopra un instrumento, col l’esempio d’un Gio. Andrea napoletano, e del sig. Giulio 
Cesare Brancaccio e d’Alessandro Merlo romano, che cantavano un basso nella larghezza 
dello spazio di 22 voci, con varietà di passaggi nuovi e grata all’orecchie di tutti.’ Vincenzo 
Giustiniani, Discorso Sopra La Musica de’ Suoi Tempi (Lucca, 1878), 69. Translation from 
Richard Wistreich, Warrior, Courtier, Singer : Giulio Cesare Brancaccio and the Performance 
of Identity in ... the Late Renaissance. (Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing, 2016), 193. 

 Francesco Taeggio Rognoni, Selva de Varii Passaggi Secondo l’uso Moderno : Per 39

Cantare & Suonare Con Ogni Sorte de Stromenti Divisa in Due Parti (Milan: F. Lamarzo, 
1620), 73.
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making the movement of the air faster, and thus sing instead of the 
soprano.’ 
40

• Secondly, John Florio’s 1598 Italian to English Dictionary lists the following 
entry: ‘Falsetto, a false treble or counter-tenor in musicke.’ This is 
interestingly the only reference I have been able find connecting the terms 
‘falsetto’ and ‘counter-tenor’ explicitly but also begs the question as to 
what constituted a ‘real’ treble or countertenor. Whether this is a comment 
on English or Italian practices is hard to ascertain.  
41

- The vocal part ‘alto’ is explicitly distanced from ‘falsetto’ singing by Pietro 
Aron in his 1516 discussion on ‘voices which are said to be changed’ (vocum 
quae mutate dicuntur:)


• ‘Voices of this kind are said to be changed for the reason that they are not 
capable of reaching the pitch attained by boys. The cantus itself in this 
kind of composition, because it is customarily constituted as a low part, 
may not be able to be sung by a boy's voice, or sung in falsetto; rather, it is 
sung by a manly voice, that is, by those who customarily sing alto or 
bass.’ 
42

- Furthermore, the elderly ‘contratenore’ Jachetto de Marvilla describes the 
following in a letter to the Duke of Mantua in 1500: ‘I have not lost any of my 
voice, except for the falsetto, which I never had anyway; I am a singer by 
nature and will sing until the day I die...’  That he seems to dismiss the 43

importance of ‘falsetto’ in singing ‘contratenore’ could quite well be taken to 
suggest that it had no role in the practice. On the other hand, that it is 

 ‘...Che se volesse alcuno à suo modo fingerlo, si come havendo di natura il basso, e per 40

mancamento di soprano fingesse la voce, chiamata falsetto, potria con fare il movimento 
dell'aere piu veloce, à posta sua farlo.’ Giovanni Camillo Maffei, Delle Lettere (Naples: 
Raymundo Amato, 1562). Translation Lisandro Abadie.

 John Florio, A Worlde of Wordes, or Most Copious, and Exact Dictionarie in Italien and 41

English (London: Printed By Arnold Hatfield For Edw. Blount, 1598),124.

 ‘Voces eiusmodi ob id quidem mutatae appellantu[r], guod secundum aliarum puerilium 42

vocum ascensum attolli nequeunt: Cantus enim ipse in eiusmodi cantilenis: quia gravioribus 
solito in partibus constituitur: cum puerili voce, vel ficta cani non possit: virili canitur eorum 
scilicet: qui vel Altos, vel Bassos canere consueverunt.’ Pietro Aron, Libri Tres de Institutione 
Harmonica Editi a P. Aaron Florentino Interprete Io. Antonio Flam (Bologna, 1516), 52. 
Translation found in Simon Ravens, The Supernatural Voice : A History of High Male Singing 
(Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2014), 68.

 ‘Io non ho persa ne la voce nel cantare salvo lo falxeto che non havè may io cantortò fine 43

ala morte per natura...’ Lewis Lockwood, Music in Renaissance Ferrara, 1400-1505 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1984), 185.
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mentioned in the first place could equally point to a practice in which 
‘falsetto’ was sometimes used in this role, albeit apparently not by Jachetto. 


• Similar Conrad von Zabern’s injunction that a singer must reduce in volume 
when ascending in pitch, there are a few comments by Ludovico Zacconi at the 
end of the sixteenth century which may suggest a similar approach to the 
higher register. Firstly, however, it is worth contextualising these comments by 
noting a broader distinction made throughout the sixteenth-century; that 
‘church’ singing is generally louder, whereas ‘chamber’ singing is both 
supposedly superior in value and performed at a lower volume. Zacconi marks 
this distinction particularly clearly:


- ‘He who says that one makes a voice by crying out loud is deceived... 
because many learn to sing softly and in camere (where loud singing is 
abhorred) and are not constrained by necessity to sing in churches and in 
cappelle where paid singers sing.’  Incidentally, Zacconi’s hint that this 44

distinction may be grounded in socio-economic value judgements should 
encourage a little caution when engaging with passages such as this. Church 
singing may indeed have been louder and more full-bodied than chamber 
singing, the choices of instruments which tend to be described as 
accompanying voices in liturgical situations in sixteenth-century Italy 
generally confirm this, but we should be cautious of the subsequent value 
judgements which are associated with loud singing, as well as the potentially 
class-related comments about what is vocally desirable. 


- Zacconi continues: ‘many have what is called a head voice, which is 
produced by singers with a certain fragile sound, and breaking [frangente] is 
a certain thing which every so often is heard; and yet let them be advised to 
moderate it in order not to outstrip [superare] the others and also because 
this “head voice” is usually offensive.’  This passage is intriguing and, I must 45

 ‘chi dice che col gridar forte le voci si fanno; s'inganna ... perche molti imparano di 44

cantare per cantar piano & nelle Cammere, ove s'abborisce il gridar forte, & non sono dalla 
necessità astretti a cantar nelle Chiese, ò nelle Capelle ove cantano i Cantori stipendiati’ 
Lodovico Zacconi, Prattica Di Musica (Venice: B. Carampello, 1596), f.52v. Translation from 
Mauro Uberti and Mark Lindley, “Vocal Techniques in Italy in the Second Half of the 16th 
Century,” Early Music 9, no. 4 (October 1981): 486–98, https://doi.org/10.1093/earlyj/
9.4.486: 493.

 ‘molti hanno voce detta voce di testa; la quale è da cantanti produtta con un certo suono 45

frangibile, & il frangente è una certa cosa che per ogni poco si sente; e però si avertiscono a 
moderarglila; sì perche non habbiano da superare gli altri; sì anco perche la detta voce di 
testa il piu delle volte offende.’ Lodovico Zacconi, Prattica Di Musica (Venice: B. 
Carampello, 1596), f.53r. Translation from Mauro Uberti and Mark Lindley, “Vocal 
Techniques in Italy in the Second Half of the 16th Century,” Early Music 9, no. 4 (October 
1981): 486–98, https://doi.org/10.1093/earlyj/9.4.486: 493.
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say, more than a little confusing. As we have seen, the term ‘head voice’ to 
define the upper registers has been in use since at least the twelfth century. 
The comment about ‘head voice’ being offensive is unusual however, 
especially since Zacconi seems also to suggest a degree of volume not 
usually associated with ‘mode two’ singing. That being said, the reference to 
‘breaking’ could perhaps suggest the rapid change in laryngeal coordination 
often associated with the change from ‘mode 1’ to ‘mode 2,’ but this is far 
from clear.


- His preference is more clearly stated as follows:


• ‘Among so many diverse opinions, I have found that between the head 
voices and those of the chest, those of the chest are better by general 
consent...Those which are merely of the chest are those which, when sung, 
seem to issue from the throat with a vehement impulse from the chest; 
these are usually much more delightful than those of the head...’ 
46

- He continues to instruct that ‘in singing high notes quietly one should not 
force them if they do not come out conveniently; because it is better to fake 
[fingerle] or omit them.’ 
47

- However, Zacconi describes another type of voice, those which ‘are partly 
chest and partly head voices. They receive their names because of the effect 
produced, as if they are half the first type and half the second. It is said, 
however, that when they sing more in the chest than in the head, they are 
even more beautiful.’  This certainly lends a certain degree of legitimacy to 48

the suggestion that male singers performing the ‘contratenor’ part may have 
approached higher notes in falsetto, at the very least as a preferable second 

 ‘...in fra tanti diversi pareri (osservando), ho trovato che tra le voci di testa e quelle di 46

petto, quelle di petto sono le migliori per comun parere .... Quelle poi che sono meramente 
di petto sono quelle che nel intonar che fanno, uscendo dalle fauci, par ch’eschino fuori 
cacciate da vehemenza pettorale; le quali sogliono assai più dellettare che le di testa...’ 
Lodovico Zacconi, Prattica Di Musica (Venice: B. Carampello, 1596), f.77. My translation.

 ‘Similmente nel cantar piano nelle alte non si debbano forzare se commodamente non vi 47

arivano: perche meglio è di fingerle, ò di taccerle.’ Lodovico Zacconi, Prattica Di Musica 
(Venice: B. Carampello, 1596), f.55v. Translation from Mauro Uberti and Mark Lindley, “Vocal 
Techniques in Italy in the Second Half of the 16th Century,” Early Music 9, no. 4 (October 
1981): 486–98, https://doi.org/10.1093/earlyj/9.4.486: 493.

 ‘In fra queste tre sorte de voci se ne trovano alcune che sono mezzane; cioè che sono 48

parte di petto, & queste vengano cosi chamate per l’effetto che di loro si sente, che sono 
mezze d’una sorte & mezze de un’altra: e però redutto le voci, in quste voci mezzane: si 
dice, che quando le tengano più della voce di petto che di testa deletteranno piu sempre 
che non faranno quelle di petto & obtuse...’ Lodovico Zacconi, Prattica Di Musica (Venice: 
B. Carampello, 1596), f.77v. Translation Simon Ravens, The Supernatural Voice : A History of 
High Male Singing (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2014), 64.
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option, although the use of this technique in the more full-blooded setting of 
church singing seems questionable.


- This preference for voices which sing ‘more in the chest’ is perhaps echoed 
more extremely by Caccini at the turn of the seventeenth century, who says 
that ‘faked voices [voci finte] cannot give rise to the nobility of good singing, 
which comes from a natural voice suited to all the notes.’ 
49

- These passages are a terminological minefield for a number of reasons, but 
the preference for ‘chest voice’ seems to be clearly stated, as is 
acknowledging the existence of singers who sing in both ‘head’ and ‘chest.’ 
What these authors meant by these terms is highly debatable, but it seems at 
least possible that these passages preempt the detailed discussions of 
register which are found in the eighteenth century (to be addressed below.)


- It is worth reminding ourselves that, although these comments on register are 
almost universally understood by academics as referring to lower voiced 
male singers (alto-tenor-bass,) there is no reason to think so found in 
Zacconi’s writings. Indeed, Michael Praetorius, when documenting and 
attempting to transmit Italian styles of singing to German speaking countries 
through his magnum opus, Syntagma Musicum, describes the necessary 
quality for singers as follows: ‘he must choose a voice range such as cantus, 
altus, or tenor etc., in which he can hold a full bright sound without 
falsetto.’  Indeed, although the ‘cantus’ to which Praetorius is referring is 50

explicitly a male voice, presumably either a prepubescent boy or castrato, 
this comment naturally evokes a certain curiosity about typical patterns of 
registration in female singing around the turn of the seventeenth century, a 
subject which, as far as I’m aware, is somewhat neglected by 
contemporaneous authors on the subject. Certainly we should not rule out 
the possibility that they shared similar vocal aesthetics to their male 
counterparts, something stated more explicitly in the eighteenth-century 
sources addressed later in this document. 


- This being said, perhaps Praetorius’ distaste for ‘falsetto’ voices was not 
quite as absolute as the above passage seems, in fact, below can be seen 

 ‘dalle voci finte non può nascere nobilta di buon canto: che nascera da una 49

voce naturale comoda per tutte le corde’ Giulio Caccini, Le Nuove Musiche (Florence: G. 
Marescotti, 1602). Translation found in Mauro Uberti and Mark Lindley, “Vocal Techniques in 
Italy in the Second Half of the 16th Century,” Early Music 9, no. 4 (October 1981): 486–98, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/earlyj/9.4.486: 495.

 ‘Zum dritten auch eine Stimm als Cantum, Altum, oder Tenor &c. erwehlen/ welche er mit 50

vollem und hellem laut/ohne Falsetten...’ Michael Praetorius, The Syntagma Musicum III 
(Wolfenbüttel, 1619), 231. Translation found in Michael Praetorius, Syntagma Musicum III, 
trans. Jeffery Kite-Powell (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 231.
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his tabular description of voice ranges. Note that the highest part can be 
sung by a ‘eunuchus,’ ‘falsetista,’ or ‘discantista.’ In addition, the association 
of the term ‘falsetto’ is notable in its absence from the description of ‘altista’ 
singing.   51

• It is worth mentioning that, although soprano ‘falsettists’ were almost certainly 
part of Italian practice throughout the sixteenth century, It is necessary to be 
cautious when examining some of these sources since there are hints that the 
morally questionable practice of castration may have been hidden by 
euphemisms of ‘falsetto’ singing, especially with regards to those ‘falsettists’ 
which are widely documented to have emigrated from Spain. Clues such as 
documentary evidence of a family, descriptions of bearded sopranos, or even 
reports of these singers performing in lower registers, are essential in 
determining the legitimacy of descriptions of ‘falsetto’ singing during the period 
in question. 
52

• One of the most striking descriptions of high male singing which fits this criteria 
for determining the role of ‘falsetto’ in performance is the following by the 
English traveller, Thomas Coryat in 1611:


- ‘Of the singers there were three or foure so excellent that I think few or none 
in Christendome do excell them, especially one, who had such a peerless 
and (as I may in a manner say) such a supernaturall voice...that I think there 
was never a better singer in all the world, insomuch that he did not onely give 
the most pleasant contentment that could be imagined, to all the hearers, but 
also did as it were astonish and amaze them. I alwaies thought that he was a 
Eunuch, which if he had beene, it had taken away some part of my 
admiration, because they do most commonly sing passing well; but he was 

 Michael Praetorius, Syntagma Musicum II (Wolfenbüttel, 1618), 20.51

 Simon Ravens, The Supernatural Voice : A History of High Male Singing (Woodbridge: 52

Boydell Press, 2014), 53-54.
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not, therefore it was much the more admirable. Againe it was the more-
worthy of admiration, because he was a middle-aged man, as about forty 
yeares old. For nature doth more commonly bestowe such singularitie of 
voice upon boyes and striplings, that upon men of such yeares. Besides it 
was farre the more excellent, because it was nothing forced, strained or 
affected, but came from him with the greatest facilitie that ever I heard...’ 
53

Renaissance and Medieval England 
- While Renaissance and Medieval England may seem the obvious place to find 

reference to ‘falsetto’ considering the role that the English choral tradition has 
played in propagating the modern sound of the ‘countertenor’ voice, there is in 
fact no clear description of ‘falsetto’ singing in England until the seventeenth-
century. Indeed, it is immediately obvious from the above passage by Thomas 
Coryat that an adult male voice singing in this manner was a revelation to him, 
despite having studied at both Winchester College, and Oxford, as well as having 
been employed at the court of King James the first. 


• Perhaps the first subject to tackle when discussing ‘falsetto’ singing in English 
practices before the middle of the seventeenth century is the issue of English 
choral pitch, a topic which has been fought over for quite literally centuries.


- In 1873, Frederick Gore Ouseley published collection of Tudor anthems in 
which he speculated that Tudor pitch was slightly more than a tone above the 
pitch of his own day. 


• ‘An organ pipe two and a half feet long will not produce our modern F, but 
a somewhat sharp G: so it is plain that by transposing the Church music of 
[Gibbons’] period upwards by a whole tone, we are, in fact, restoring it to 
that which was intended by the composer.’ 
54

- This quickly came to be interpreted as being a minor third higher than A=440, 
a pitch taken up particularly enthusiastically by groups such as the Clerkes of 
Oxenford led by David Wulstan, and subsequent groups specialising in the 
performance of this repertoire including the Tallis Scholars and the Sixteen. 
Numerous editions followed, with transposition upwards by a minor third 
becoming standard. Indeed it’s probably no coincidence that this 
transposition found particular favour in the UK since this makes the 

 Thomas Coryat, Coryat’s Crudities: Hastily Gobled up in Five Moneth’s Travels (London, 53

1611), 389.

 Orlando Gibbons, A Collection of the Sacred Compositions of Orlando Gibbons, ed. 54

Frederick Gore Ouseley (London: Novello, 1873), iii.
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performance of these pieces neatly singable by the standard makeup of an 
Anglican cathedral choir, with trebles singing the highest voices and the 
‘countertenor’ or ‘altus’ parts being sung by low ‘falsettists.’


- The original estimate by Ouseley was in fact based on an examination of the 
1614 Dallam Organ of Worcester Cathedral. Aside from the fact that analyses 
of surviving organ pipes is a particularly problematic method of determining 
pitch, the latest study of this organ yielded results which suggest that the 
actual pitch of the Dallam Organ was most likely between a semitone and a 
tone above A=440.  
55

- Furthermore, the act of determining choral performance pitch through the 
study of surviving instruments is, in itself, a flawed process. There are several 
contemporaneous sources which state that, when performing without 
instrumental accompaniment, the pitch is determined according to the 
comfortable compass of the ensemble in question. 


• Vincenzo Galilei, for example, says the following: ‘The bass singer has his 
eye for what tones the piece reaches, and he intones it according to the 
disposition of his voice, without respecting whether the piece ends on F or 
on C’ 
56

• The notes of Antonio Calasanz, taken from a 1564 meeting of the singers 
of the Sistine Chapel, suggest that, in practice, ‘formerly, when singing 
music, the voice which began first whatever it is - that is, soprano, tenor, 
alto or bass intoned as he wished.’  
57

• The English writer William Bathe comments in 1596 that a singer should 
‘tune the first note of any song as it serveth best for the voyce.’ 
58

- Furthermore, upon occasions when the voices are accompanied by 
instruments, the practice of transposing according to the needs of the 

 Andrew Johnstone, “‘As It Was in the Beginning’: Organ and Choir Pitch in Early Anglican 55

Church Music,” Early Music 31, no. 4 (November 1, 2003): 506–26, https://doi.org/10.1093/
em/31.4.506.

 ‘Quello che canta la parte del Basso, ha subito l’occhio à quanto la Cantilena ricerca, et 56

seconda la dispositione della sua voce l’intuona; senz’altro rispetto ch’ella finisca in F, o in 
C...’ Italian found in Frieder Rempp, Die Kontrapunkttraktate Vincenzo Galileis (Cologne: 
Arno Volfk, 1980). Translation found in Claude Palisca, Humanism in Italian Renaissance 
Musical Thought (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1986), 318.

 ‘Antiquitatus in decantanda musica, vox que primo incipiebat [cuiuslibet vocis-in margin] 57

videlicet supranus, tenor, altus, bassus intonabat ad libitum.’ Translation from Richard Sherr, 
“Performance Practice in the Papal Chapel during the 16th Century,” Early Music XV, no. 4 
(November 1987): 453–62, https://doi.org/10.1093/earlyj/xv.4.453: 453.

 William Bathe, A Briefe Introduction to the Skill of Song (London: Thomas Este, 1596).58
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singers, most often downwards,  is widely documented, even without 59

considering traditions of ‘high clef’ transposition, the practice of certain clef 
combinations requiring the downward transposition of a third, fourth, or 
fifth. 
60

• Zacconi, for example, says the following: ‘you can generally play the 
musical tones given in their natural positions [i.e. not in high clefs] a 
second lower and [those in high clefs] a fourth or fifth [lower]...’  
61

• Whereas Diruta, after discussing the practice of transposition associated 
with ‘high clefs,’ says the following:


- ‘It is necessary to understand another sort of transposition in order to be 
able to respond to the choir at a convenient pitch level, whether in 
polyphony or in chant. And because the majority of organs are high and 
not at choir pitch, the organist needs to become accustomed to playing 
outside [the usual keys], a tone and a third lower.’ 
62

- When it comes to English practice, there is evidence to suggest that similar 
approaches were taken in determining performance pitch, but perhaps the 
most revealing passage is from Thomas Morley’s treatise, A Plain and Easy 
Introduction to Practice Music (1597) in which he criticises his hypothetical 
student Polymathes for writing an exercise with two flats, saying the 
following:


• ‘You haue set it in such a key as no man would haue done, except it had 
beene to haue plaide it on the Organes with a quier of singing men, for in 

 A notable exception being the remarkable descriptions of transposition for female 59

ensembles, perhaps most thoroughly laid out in Laurie Stras, “The Performance of 
Polyphony in Early 16th-Century Italian Convents,” Early Music 45, no. 2 (May 2017): 195–
215, https://doi.org/10.1093/em/cax023.

 An excellent introduction to the subject of ‘high clefs’ is made in Patrizio Barbieri, 60

“‘Chiavette’ and Modal Transposition in Italian Practice (c. 1500-1837),” Ricercare 3 (1991): 
5–79.

 ‘Si possano sonar un Tuono piu basso: & che li trasportati si possano fare alla quarta & all 61

quinta...’ Lodovico Zacconi, Prattica Di Musica (Venice: B. Carampello, 1596), f.218v. 
Translation found in Andrew Parrott, “Monteverdi: Onwards and Downwards,” Early Music 
32, no. 2 (May 1, 2004): 303–18, https://doi.org/10.1093/em/32.2.303: 209.

 ‘vi è necessario intendere un’altra sorte di trasportationi per poter rispondere al Choro in 62

voce commoda, tanto nel Canto figurato, quanto nel Canto fermo. E perche la maggior 
parte de gl’Organi sono alti fuora del Tuono Choristo, bisogna che l’Organista si accomodi à 
sonare fuor di strada, un Tuono, & una Terza bassa.’ Girolamo Diruta, Seconda Patre Del 
Transilvano (Venice, 1609), 4. Translation found in Andrew Parrott, “Transposition in 
Monteverdi’s Vespers of 1610: An ‘Aberration’ Defended,” Early Music 12, no. 4 (November 
1984): 490–516, https://doi.org/10.1093/earlyj/12.4.490: 492.
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deede such shiftes the Organistes are many times compelled to make for 
ease of the singers... for take me any of their songes, so set downe and 
you shall not find a musicion (how perfect soever hee be) able to sol fa it 
right, because he shall either sing a note in such a key as it is not naturally 
as la in C sol faut, sol in b fa b mi, fa in alamire.’ 
63

• His correction subsequently rewrites the piece a tone higher, suggesting 
strongly that the typical practice of transposition for singers to which he is 
referring is that of tone downwards, in much the same manner as 
described in Italian sources. This suggests that, if the latest study of the 
Dallam organ’s pitch is to be believed, that a typical choral performance 
involving an instrument of this type is more likely to have been somewhere 
between A=415 or A=440, but fundamentally determined by the 
preferences of the singers in question.  


- Having dismissed the notion that English Choral pitch was a full minor third 
higher than A=440, we must search for descriptions of falsetto singing in 
contemporaneous English literature. By far the most prominent defender of 
falsetto singing in English practice is Roger Bowers, whose argument I will 
broadly outline below: 
64

• Bowers begins by pointing out that typical performing ensembles during 
the period between c.1390-1450 consisted entirely of adult males. 
Although trebles are documented as being part of religious establishments 
throughout the period in question, there is no evidence that they 
participated in the performance of notated polyphony. 


• The foundational point of Bowers’ argument as it relates to ‘falsetto’ 
singing is as follows:


- ‘it is clear that something akin to the modern alto [falsetto] voice was 
well known in the Middle Ages. Most references to its existence occur as 
prohibitions forbidding members of certain of the more austere religious 
orders from using it in their services. These references therefore rather 

 Thomas Morley, A Plain and Easy Introduction to Practical Music (London: Peter Short, 63

1597), 156.

 An excellent summary of Bower’s points can be found in Roger Bowers, “To Chorus from 64

Quartet: The Performing Resource for English Church Polyphony, c. 1390—1559,” in 
English Choral Practice 1400-1650, ed. John Morehen (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1995), 1–47. Greater detail can be found in Roger Bowers, English Church 
Polyphony : Singers and Sources from the 14th to the 17th Century (Aldershot; Brookfield, 
USA: Ashgate, 1999).
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pre-date the early fifteenth century, but a continuum from these 
thirteenth-century instances can be established.’  
65

• Leaving aside the methodological issues with assuming a continuity of 
vocal practice over several centuries, we have seen that the evidence for 
the widespread use of falsetto singing during the middle ages is tenuous at 
best, relying on an extremely specific interpretation of sources which could 
have a variety of possible meanings. 


• This passage is followed by the rather remarkable leap of faith that ‘since 
the alto voice seems unlikely to have had anything to contribute to the 
performance of plainsong, it seems reasonable to propose that when used 
at all it was in the performance of polyphony.’  Interestingly, Bowers uses 66

precisely the opposite logic to reach the conclusion that the lowest limits of 
the male voice were not included in polyphonic practice, saying that 
‘church authorities seem not to have approved of chanting at low pitch, 
and actually discouraged it if there was a danger of its becoming 
customary...it seems fair to propose that the sector of range which they 
[basses] were discarding for polyphony was the same as that which they 
conventionally abjured in the performance of their prevailing repertory of 
plainsong chant.’  
67

• His theory of the development of vocal scoring into the beginning of the 
sixteenth century draws heavily on this argument. Below is his chart in 
which he proposes, remarkably, that the documented inclusion of boys in 
singing polyphony resulted also in the addition of an extra lower voice.  
68

 Roger Bowers, “To Chorus from Quartet: The Performing Resource for English Church 65

Polyphony, c. 1390—1559,” in English Choral Practice 1400-1650, ed. John Morehen 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 1–47, 13.

 Ibid., 13.66

 Ibid.,14.67

 Ibid., 24.68
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• The major flaws in this line of thinking are twofold; firstly, a relatively 
constant pitch standard is assumed throughout the period in question, 
something for which there is absolutely no evidence whatsoever.


- Furthermore, the part which he suggests as being taken by ‘falsettists,’ 
the ‘medius’ or ‘meane,’ is that for which there is the strongest evidence 
that it was sung by boys. 


• Firstly, an existing manuscript version of Taverner’s ‘Meane Mass’ is 
notated for ‘iiij men and a boy,’ unequivocally pointing towards a 
performance practice in which the ‘meane’ part is performed by a 
boy.  
69

• Secondly, reaching into the seventeenth century, Charles Butler (1636) 
explicitly describes the ‘Mean’ as being unsuitable for ‘a man:’ ‘The 
Mean is so called, because it is a middling or mean high part, between 
the countertenor, (the highest part of a man) and the treble, (the 
highest part of a boy or woman:) and therefore may bee sung by a 
mean voice.’ 
70

• Butler also describes the ‘countertenor’ voice, saying the following: 


- ‘The countertenor or contratenor is so called, becaus it answereth the 
tenor, though commonly in higher keyz: and therefore is fittest for a man 
of a sweet shrill voice. Which part though it have little melodi by itself; 
(as consisting much of monoties) yet in harmoni it hath the greatest 
grace: specially when it is sung with a right voice: which is too rare.’  
71

- Although this passage is often quoted in defence of the use of ‘falsetto’ 
in Renaissance English repertoire, it actually says very little of the sort. 
Simon Ravens points out that the word ‘shrill’ is very commonly 
associated with particularly strident sounds in contemporaneous English 
writings, such as shawms and trumpets.  Indeed John Dowland in his 72

translation of Andreas Ornithoparcus’ Micrologus uses the word 
‘shrilness’ as a translation for the word ‘asperitas,’  further definitions of 73

 Simon Ravens, The Supernatural Voice : A History of High Male Singing (Woodbridge: 69

Boydell Press, 2014), 75.

 Charles Butler, The Principles of Musik (London, 1636), 42.70

 Ibid.71

 Simon Ravens, The Supernatural Voice : A History of High Male Singing (Woodbridge: 72

Boydell Press, 2014), 84.

 Andreas Ornithoparcus, Andreas Ornithoparcus His Micrologus, or Introduction, 73

Containing the Art of Singing, trans. John Dowland (London, 1609), 88.
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which might be ‘roughness,’ ‘sharpness,’ ‘fierceness,’ or ‘harshness.’ It 
seems particularly unlikely to associate this term with the typically rather 
subdued sound of ‘falsettists’ performing in the lowest part of their 
register which would be demanded by the ‘countertenor’ part. 


• The only passage which could potentially suggest the use of ‘falsettists’ in 
a liturgical situation is a reference from Chichester Cathedral in 1526 
describing ‘four lay clerks having mutually blended voices and learned in 
music, of whom one at least is always of a natural audible bass voice; 
while let the voices of the other three be sweet and melodious, so that by 
the joint application of their voices they may naturally and freely 
encompass fifteen or sixteen notes.’  The issue with this passage hinges 74

on whether the ‘fifteen or sixteen notes’ refers to the combined compass of 
all four singers, or the ‘other three,’ something which is simply 
grammatically indecipherable.


• Indeed, the first concrete reference to ‘falsetto’ practice in a liturgical 
situation in England comes from Matthew Locke in 1673, who says that, 
after the chaos of the civil war ‘the Superiour parts of their Musick [were 
performed] with Cornets and Mens feigned Voices, there being not one 
Lad, for all that time, capable of Singing his Part readily.’ 
75

- It is worth stating at this point that, despite the staggering amount of 
research into the subject, there is still a widespread association between 
‘falsettists’ and English choral practice in the sixteenth and early 
seventeenth centuries. This is in part due to the continued (as of August 
2020) use of outdated ideas of transposition coupled with ‘falsettists’ 
singing ‘countertenor’ parts by major early music ensembles, perhaps 
most notably the Tallis Scholars. Indeed, director Peter Phillips has 
stated unequivocally a lack of interest in exploring historical vocal 
practices, saying in an article on sixteenth-century choral performance 
practice that ‘[w]e can…guess at the type of sound produced by 16th-
century choirs, and the evidence suggests that imitation of them would 
be highly undesirable.’  While there is of course no obligation for 76

 ’Quod sint ibidem perpetuo quatuor clerici laici concinnas voces habentes et musice 74

docti, quorum unus ad minus semper sit basse naturalis et audibilis vocis, aliorum vero trium 
voces sint suaves et canore ita quod a communi vocum succentu possint naturaliter et 
libere ascendere ad quindecim vel sexdecim notas.’ Translation found in Simon Ravens, The 
Supernatural Voice : A History of High Male Singing (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2014), 75.

 Matthew Locke, The Present Practice of Musick Vindicated (London, 1673), 19.75

 Peter Phillips, “Performance Practice in 16th-Century English Choral Music,” Early Music 76

6, no. 2 (April 1978): 195–99, https://doi.org/10.1093/earlyj/6.2.195: 1.
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ensembles to be ‘historically informed,’ the status of these ensembles as 
leading performers of the repertoire in question, as well as their 
subsequent appearance at early music festivals, conferences, 
workshops, and lectures, has resulted in a widespread misunderstanding 
of the role of ‘falsettists’ in the performance of English renaissance 
choral music.


• When it comes to the performance of secular repertoire the following 
passage is frequently quoted, occurring in the context of a masque by 
Campion: ‘This song was sung by an excellent counter-tenor voice, with 
rare variety of divisions unto two unusual instruments...’  As we have 77

seen, the term ‘counter-tenor’ has no evidence of signifying falsetto singing 
in England during the period in question, and so this passage can be easily 
discarded. In fact, the only reference to falsetto singing in a secular setting 
during this period comes from a description of a song by Campion from a 
masque (1613) in which two singers are described as ‘feign[ing] two 
trebles.’  However, that the practice of ‘feigning’ in the soprano register 78

was clearly shocking to Thomas Coryat should draw into question just how 
common this practice may have been.


Tosi and the Falsetto Question 

• The spattered comments of Conrad von Zabern, Maffei, Zacconi, and others 
hint at traditions of singing which make use of both ‘mode 1’ and ‘mode 2.’ In 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, a similar approach becomes codified 
through a number of detailed pedagogical texts, most notably those written by 
castrati. Since there are hints that elements of this technique were present in 
some singers before the turn of the eighteenth century, it is worth exploring 
these more detailed sources before analysing earlier comments in order to 
determine whether it is possible to extrapolate elements of this technique into 
the seventeenth century and earlier. 


• The two most important passages on the subject are by the castrato singing 
teachers Pier Francesco Tosi and Giovanni Battista Mancini:


- Tosi: ‘Many Masters put their Scholars to sing the Contr’Alto, not knowing 
how to help them to the Falsetto, or to avoid the Trouble of finding it. A 
diligent Master, knowing that a Soprano [castrato], without the Falsetto, is 
constrained to sing within the narrow Compass of a few Notes, ought not 

 Thomas Campion, A Relation of the Late Royall Entertainment Giuen by the Right 77

Honorable the Lord Knovvles (London, 1613), 10. 

 Ibid., 6-7.78
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only to endeavour to help him to it but also to leave no Means untried, so to 
unite the feigned and the natural Voice, that they may not be distinguished; if 
they do not perfectly unite, the Voice will be of diverse Registers, and must 
consequently lose its Beauty. The Extent of the full natural Voice terminates 
generally upon the fourth Space, which is C; or on the fifth Line, which is D 
[of the treble clef;] and there the feigned Voice becomes of Use...Among the 
Women, one hears sometimes a Soprano entirely di Petto, but among the 
Male Sex it would be a great Rarity, should they preserve it after having past 
the Age of Puberty.’ 
79

• This passage contains a great deal of information, with Tosi telling us 
unequivocally that ‘falsetto’ was used by castrati to extend the upwards 
range of a singer who uses primarily ‘chest voice’ until roughly an octave 
above middle C. It is worth stating, however, that there is nothing in this 
passage alone to suggest that the terms ‘voce di petto’ and ‘falsetto’ had 
the same anatomical connotations as they do today; ‘mode 1’ and ‘mode 
2’ respectively.


- Mancini: ‘The voice ordinarily divides itself into two registers, one called 
chest register and the other head register, or falsetto. I said ordinarily, 
because sometimes one has been found (but this is a rare case), to possess 
the singular gift to sing all in the chest register. I do not speak of this gift, but 
only of the voice in general, which is divided into two registers. Every 
student, whether he is soprano, contralto, bass or tenor, can easily know the 
difference between these registers. He needs only to sing the scale to test 
this. If it is a soprano, start from "sol" on the second line of the staff [G above 
middle C] and reach the following "re" on the fourth line [D a major ninth 
higher than middle C] and he will notice that these five tones are sonorous, 
and come out with strength and clearness and without effort, because they 
come from the chest; while if he sings up to "mi" [E a major tenth above 

 ‘Molti Maestri fanno cantare il Conralto l’loro Discepoli per non Sapere in essi trovar il 79

falsetto, o per isfuggire la fatica di cercarlo. Un diligente Istruttore sapendo, che un Soprano 
senza falsetto bisogna, che canti fra l’angustie di poche corde non solamente proccura 
d’acquistarglielo, ma non lascia modo intentato acciò lo unisca alla voce di petto in forma, 
che non si distingua l’una dall’altra, che se l’unione non è perfetta, la voce farà di più 
registri, e conseguentemente perderà la sua bellezza. La giurisdizione della voce naturale, o 
di petto termina ordinariamente sul quarto spazio, o sulla quinta riga, ed ivi principia il 
dominio del falsetto...Nelle femmine, che cantano il Soprano sentesi qualche volta una voce 
tutta di petto, nè Maschi però sarebbe rarità se la conservassero passata, che abbiano l’età 
puerile.’ Pier Francesco Tosi, Observations on the Florid Song ; or, Sentiments on the 
Ancient and Modern Singers, trans. Johann Ernst Galliard (London: J. Wilcox, 1743), 23.
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middle C] when the organs are not suitable, he will sing this tone with much 
effort, feeling fatigue in the throat, and consequently the tone is feeble.’ 
80

• This description by Mancini is much clearer than that of Tosi, but confirms 
many of the statements made by the earlier author. Firstly, he makes it 
clear that the terms ‘voce di testa’ and ‘falsetto’ were considered 
synonymous, something hinted at by Tosi but left unclear. In addition, he 
confirms the existence of those who can sing their entire range in ‘voce di 
petto,’ describing it rather positively as a ‘gift’ (‘dono.’) Despite the 
existence of exceptions to his rule, he states that a binary division of 
register is the most common in his experience. Interestingly, he explicitly 
acknowledges that this approach is relevant for singers other than castrati, 
something which will be explored in greater detail below. 


- Just as Tosi does, Mancini associates specific pitches with the laryngeal 
registrational event being described, stating the a soprano castrato should 
sing a major ninth above middle C in ‘chest voice’ and then onwards in 
‘falsetto.’ He continues to describe how this approach to registration may 
work in voices which still need developing:


• ‘Take, for instance, a student who has a strong chest voice, and head 
tones out of proportion, weak and feeble. In such a voice the break of two 
registers comes from C-sol-fa-ut [C] of the soprano and goes to D-la-sol-re 
D] on the fourth space. In such cases the head voice is in need of help, 
because it is separated from the chest, and the way to correct it is to have 
the pupil at once undertake and fix in his mind in his daily study, to keep 
the chest tones back as much as he can, and to force the voice little by 
little against the head just there where it seems to be most unfriendly to 
him, and thus fix it and develop it with the same strength that the chest 
tones have already naturally developed. Here is where the student and the 
teacher both must be very much in earnest. The student's part is to keep 

 ‘La voce, per costituzione sua naturale, ordinariamente è divisà in due registri, che 80

chiamansi, l'uno di petto, l'altro di testa, o sia falsetto. Ho detto ordinariamente, perchè si dà 
anche qualche raro esempio, che qualcheduno riceve dalla natura il singolarissimo dono di 
poter efeguir tutto colla sola voce di petto. Di questo dono non parlo. Parlo solo della voce 
in generale divisa in due registri, come comunemente succede. Ogni Scolare, sia egli 
Soprano, sia Contralto, sia Tenore, sia Baffo, può da per se con tutta facilità conoscerne la 
differenza di questi due separati registri. Basta, che cominci a cantare la scala, per esempio 
se è Soprano, dal sol posto nel terzo rigo, e seguitando fino al C-sol-fa-ut del quarto spazio, 
offerverà che queste quattro voci saranno sonore, e le dirà con forza, chiarezza, e sènza 
pena, perchè provenienti dal petto; se poi vorrà passare al D-la-sol-re, se l'organo non è 
valido, ed è difettoso, lo dirà con pena, e fatica.’ Giovanni Battista Mancini, Pensieri e 
Riflessioni Pratiche Sopra Il Canto Figurato (Vienna: Ghelen, 1774), 43-44. Translation from 
Giambattista Mancini, Practical Reflections on the Figurative Art of Singing, trans. Pietro 
Buzzi (1774; repr., Boston: The Gorham Press, 1912), 58-59.
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that portion of the voice under control that is in itself robust and sprightly, 
and to render the other portion strong that is by nature weak. On the part 
of the teacher it means this: After he has kept the student for some time in 
this work and he sees that the pupil starts to attack the head tones with 
more strength and flexibility, then he must let him sing the chest tones with 
the usual strength, so as to find out to what degree the difficulty has been 
overcome. It may be the case that the blending of the two registers has not 
as yet reached ideal in evenness, nevertheless, I beg the teacher and 
student to not lose faith, because I am sure in the end success will crown 
the effort, that it has diminished the pain and effort in taking the notes of so 
unfriendly a register.’  
81

• This passage gives far more detailed information about the sounds and 
sensations associated with ‘chest voice’ and ‘head voice.’ Firstly, his focus 
on students for whom the ‘chest voice’ is overly strong and the ‘falsetto’ 
overly weak is quite revealing when it comes to understanding the 
mechanisms involved in this process. That he describes the ‘falsetto’ as 
being ‘separated from the chest’ is equally helpful since, as we have seen, 
a noticeable ‘break’ is typical of the transition between ‘mode 1’ and 
‘mode 2.’ Furthermore, that Mancini instructs the singer to ‘keep the chest 
tones back as much as he can’ in order to facilitate said transition is 

 ‘Datemi per cortesìa uno scolare, che abbia gagliarde le voci di petto, e fuor di 81

proporzione debolissime quelle di testa. In questo caso in una simile voce la separazione dei 
due registri segue dal C-sol-fa-ut del Soprano, passando al D-la-sol-re del quinto rigo. Ciò 
supposto: dunque essendo la voce di testa bisognosa d’ajuto, perchè separata da quella di 
petto, il mezzo più certo per ajutarla ad unirsi con questa si è, che lo scolare, senza perdita 
di tempo, intraprenda, e si prefigga nel suo studio giornaliere la maniera di retenere le voci 
di petto, e di forzare a poco a poco la corda nemica di testa, per rendere quelle nel miglior 
modo possibile uguali a questa. E quì conviene che travaglino il Maestro non meno, che lo 
scolare, poichè per parte dello scolare trattasi di soggettare una porzione di voce, che in 
sestessa è gagliarda, e di rendere vigorosa un altra porzione, che di natura è debole. Per 
parte del Mastro trattasi, che egli con ingegno dopo d’aver tenuto lo scolare in questo 
esercizio, lo fermi, e gl’ordini di dar la forza alle voci di petto per rilvare, ed indagare 
accortamente a qual segno sia ridotta la corda nemica. Può darsi il caso, che l’unione delle 
due voci non sieno giunte al desiderato segno; nondimeno prego il Maestro, e lo scolare a 
non perdesi di coraggio per questio; perchè son sicuro, che ne deve, continuando, venire un 
felice successo, ed aggiungo di più per consolazione vicendevole dell’uno, e dell’altro, che 
lo scolare stesso insinsibilmente s’accorgerà di prender senza pena, e fatica la corda 
nemica, ch’egli cercava.’ Giovanni Battista Mancini, Pensieri e Riflessioni Pratiche Sopra Il 
Canto Figurato (Vienna: Ghelen, 1774), 43-44. Translation from Giambattista Mancini, 
Practical Reflections on the Figurative Art of Singing, trans. Pietro Buzzi (1774; repr., 
Boston: The Gorham Press, 1912), 109-110.
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extremely typical of pedagogies which attempt to minimise the ‘break’ 
between ‘mode 1’ and ‘mode 2.’ 
82

• Rather than trying to glean further information from written sources as to what 
exactly may have been meant by these descriptions of registration, it may be 
worth instead comparing them with the only surviving recordings of a solo 
castrato, those made by Alessandro Moreschi in 1902 and 1904. Although the 
recording quality and conditions make certain observations with regards to 
timbre and style difficult to verify, the very noticeable ‘breaks’ and distinct 
changes in timbre bear all of the hallmarks of a rapid, often skillfully disguised, 
change from ‘mode 1’ to ‘mode 2.’ Indeed, these changes occur at almost 
exactly the pitches that Mancini and Tosi suggest that they might, although 
Moreschi seems to have an overlapping area of roughly a fourth (A-D above 
middle C) which allows him to make vocal, and musical choices as to where he 
wishes to change laryngeal register.  Below can be seen an annotated score 83

marking the places where changes in laryngeal register seem to occur in 
Moreschi’s performance of the well-known Bach/Gounod ‘Ave Maria.’ It must 
be stressed that these markings are made based entirely on my own 
observations.


 ‘This observation would confirm the hypothesis, known in an empirical way by singers 82

that the amplitude of the jump [break] depends on the intensity of sound production’ 
Bernard Roubeau, Nathalie Henrich, and Michèle Castellengo, “Laryngeal Vibratory 
Mechanisms: The Notion of Vocal Register Revisited,” Journal of Voice 23, no. 4 (July 
2009): 425–38, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jvoice.2007.10.014: 429. 

 Alessandro Moreschi, Bach/Gounod Ave Maria (The Gramophone & Typewriter Company, 83

1902). A recording can be found here https://youtu.be/c07GRwAf7Y4. 
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- Incidentally, it is sometimes claimed that Moreschi’s recordings have little 
musicological value due to his supposedly advanced age and relative lack of 
skill. Both of these points are impossible to maintain under scrutiny. 


• The first is easy to dismiss; since Moreschi was born in 1858 he was a 
youthful 44 years old at the time of the first recording session and 46 at the 
time of the second. 


• While Moreschi’s skill is rather harder to address, it’s worth quoting the 
Austrian musicologist Franz Haböck who wrote about Moreschi’s singing in 
1913, a decade after the making of these recordings: 


- ‘If one wants to describe the sensuous impression of a voice, one says, 
of course, that the organ has a golden or a silvery sound, that it seems 
warm or cold. Moreschi’s voice can only be compared with the clarity 
and purity of crystal. The absolute evenness and even colouring [i.e., 
timbral unity] of his sound, which was singularly powerful, bright [or 
ringing—hell], transparent, sweet, and yet other than both a woman’s 
vocal sound and also a boy’s. The complete effortlessness 
[Mühelosigkeit] with which, because of his apparently inexhaustible 
powers of vocalising with controlled breathing [beherrschten 
Stimmgebung, translatable as “air supply”], one almost physically 
empathises with him, all aroused in me an overwhelming impression of 
the most extraordinary wind instrument ever given life by human 
breath...’ 
84

- It’s quite hard to reconcile this glowing description of Moreschi’s singing 
with a supposed lack of skill, by far the more likely conclusion is that 
Moreschi’s own sense of musical and vocal taste is simply remarkably 
foreign to our own. 


- Perhaps the most revealing description of Moreschi’s approach to laryngeal 
registration is made by the soprano falsettist Domenico Mancini, a student of 
Moreschi in his early years, who stated the following in an interview in the 

 ‘Wenn man den sinnlichen Eindruck einer Stimme beschreiben will, so sagt man gern, das 84

Organ habe einen goldenen oder einen silbernen Klang, es wirke warm oder kalt. Moreschis 
Stimme kann man nur mit der Klarheit und Reinheit des Kristalls vergleichen. Die absolute 
Gleichmäßigkeit und Gleichfarbigkeit seiner Töne, die ungemein mächtig, hell, durchsichtig, 
süß, aber doch anders wie Fraeuenstimmen, aber auch anders wie Knabenstimmen kingen, 
die vollkommene Mühelosigkeit, welche man bei seiner von unerschöpflicher Atemkraft 
beherrschten Stimmgebung physich mitempfindet, erweckte in mir die zwingende 
Vorstellung des allerschönsten Blasinstrumentes, das je durch den menschlichen Odem 
Beseelung fand.’ Franz Haböck, Die Kastraten Und Ihre Gesangskunst (Stuttgart: Deutsche 
Verlags-Anstalt, 1927), 207. Translation from Martha Feldman, Castrato : Reflections on 
Natures and Kinds. (Oakland, California: University Of California Press, 2016), 107.
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1950s. Mancini makes it clear that the changing of his voice at puberty 
stopped him from singing as Moreschi did, primarily in ‘mode 1’ but passing 
into ‘mode 2’ for the highest notes:


- ‘I began my studies with Moreschi by imitating his voice with my own, since, 
as it hadn’t changed yet, I just sang as he did, in chest voice, passing from 
there into head voice. But then, at around fourteen, well, my voice became 
that of a man, and so singing with the falsettists, I began to use the type of 
head voice which normal adult men have; naturally to sing with it you have to 
train it, because it’s a voice that is made by training and musicianship: you 
need to be a musician to use it.’  
85

• This confirmation by Mancini of the approach to laryngeal registration practiced 
by Moreschi, as well as the demonstration thereof in these fascinating 
recordings, demonstrates undeniable similarities to the approach described by 
authors such as Mancini and Tosi. It is my opinion that these fascinating 
recordings confirm what the sources strongly suggest, that a typical 
eighteenth-century castrato would have regularly sung until approximately an 
octave above middle C in ‘mode 1,’ before changing to ‘mode 2’ in order to 
approach the highest notes of their range. The notion that these manifold 
similarities are simply coincidental seems simply unsustainable. 


• The relationship between the technique of the castrati and that of other singers 
is perhaps best understood by acknowledging that the castrati were not just 
the premier celebrity singers of the period in question, but also the most 
distinguished teachers. This link is particularly clearly documented in 
descriptions of the technique of Italianate tenors towards the end of the 
eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth centuries. A few examples are 
discussed below:


- Perhaps the clearest description of the technique of these ‘dual register’ 
tenors is documented by the traveling Frenchman, Joseph de Lalande who 
says the following while documenting his experiences in Italy:


 ‘Io ho incominciato a studiare con Moreschi, imitando Moreschi e l’imitavo con la voce, 85

perché non avevo fatto il cambiamento della voce e allora cantavo come lui di petto e poi 
prendevo la voce di testa: ma poi sui 14 anni, eh, eh la voce, si prende la voce da uomo e 
allor cantando con i falsetisti, ho incominciato a prendere la voce di testa, la voce di testa 
che tutti noi uomini abbiamo, naturalmente per cantarla bisogna esercitarla, perché è una 
voce che si fa per esercizio e con la musicalità: bisogna essere musicisti per poterla 
adoperare’ Ior Tredici, “IL CANTO SI FA PER IMITAZIONE - Intervista Al Falsettista 
Domenico Mancini,” YouTube, December 10, 2014, https://youtu.be/IBbCaBcyppg. 
Translation found in Martha Feldman, Castrato : Reflections on Natures and Kinds. (Oakland, 
California: University Of California Press, 2016), 95.
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• ‘I have said that the tenor of the Italians was the haute-contre of the 
French...The [Italian] tenor goes from C to G in full voice and to D in 
falsetto or fausset: our haute-contre, ordinarily, after G goes up in full voice 
to B♭; while the tenor after G enters into falsetto...’ An overview of the 
‘haute contre’ will be undertaken later, but de Lalande clearly describes an 
approach found in Italianate tenors which mirrors that of the castrati, albeit 
a fourth or fifth lower in pitch. This being said, he continues to provide a list 
of Italian tenors who flouted these suggested limits saying that ‘this is not 
without exception: Babbi goes up to C in full voice, the same as Caribaldi 
did until the age of 48. Amorevoli, who was a little older, went up to D.’ 
86

• Of equal interest is a description of the famous British tenor John Braham, 
famously trained by the Italian castrato Venanzio Rauzzini, conducted in 
1818 by The Musical Quarterly:


- ‘Mr Braham can take his falsetto upon any note from D to A at pleasure 
and the juncture is so nicely managed that in an experiment to which this 
gentleman had the kindness to submit, of ascending and descending by 
semitones, it was impossible to distinguish what point he substituted the 
falsetto for the natural note.’ 
87

• Just as demonstrated in the recordings of Moreschi, Braham seems to 
have had a large overlap of notes which can be taken in both ‘chest 
voice’ and ‘falsetto.’ Unlike Moreschi, Braham seems to have 
perfected the art of disguising this ‘break,’ seemingly to the surprise of 
the author. 


- Clearly not all tenors, or even all successful tenors, were quite as skilled 
in this art as Braham, as demonstrated by the following passage 
describing the Cornish tenor Charles Incledon, whose ‘leap from one 
[register] to the other’ is described as ‘slamm[ing] the larynx in his throat, 
like a harlequin jumping through a window shutter...’  This description is 88

certainly more reminiscent of the sounds heard on the recordings of 

 ‘J’ai dit que le tenore des Italiens étoît la haute-contre des François...Le tenore va de ut à 86

sol en pleine voix, & jusqu a re en falsetto ou fausset: notre haute-contre, ordinairement 
après Ie sol, monte en pleine voix jusqu’au si b au lieu que le tenore après le fol entre dans 
le fausset; mais cela n’est pas sans exception: Babbi montoit jusqu’à ut en pleine voix, de 
même que Caribaldi, jusqu’à re.’ Joseph de Lalande, Voyage En Italie, vol. 7 (Geneva, 
1790), 204-205. Translation found in Simon Ravens, The Supernatural Voice : A History of 
High Male Singing (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2014), 121.

 The Quarterly Musical Magazine and Review 1, 1818, 89.87

 Theodore Fenner, Leigh Hunt and Opera Criticism (1817; repr., University Press of 88

Kansas, 1972), 95.
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Moreschi, and reaffirms the likelihood that the technique being described 
involves a skillful, or indeed not so skillful, change from ‘mode 1’ to 
‘mode 2.’


- The end of this tradition, as popular legend has it, is that Gilbert Duprez 
stunned Parisian audiences with the ‘first’ ‘do di petto,’ a ‘chest voice 
high C,’ in a performance of Rossini’s Guillaume Tell in 1837. This 
approach was supposedly rather unpopular with Rossini himself, who is 
documented as saying the following after being asked for his opinion on 
Duprez’ performance:


• ‘What pleases me most about your C is that it is over, and that I am no 
longer in danger of hearing it. I don’t like unnatural effects. It strikes 
my Italian ear as having a strident timbre, like a capon squawking as 
its throat is slit...’ 
89

• Indeed, in a conversation between Rossini and Wagner, recalled by 
Wagner later in life, Rossini supposedly blamed the ‘decay’ in 
contemporaneous traditions of singing to the ‘disappearance of the 
castrati’ 
90

- This rather memorable anecdote, while doubtless grounded in history, 
seems likely to be just as much myth as truth. We have already seen that 
Duprez’ ‘do di petto’ is unlikely to have been the first, the passage by de 
Lalande above makes it explicit that something resembling this approach 
to laryngeal registration was not unheard of in the eighteenth century. It 
seems perhaps most likely that the middle of the nineteenth century 
experienced a period of vocal change due to a variety of developments 
in musical aesthetic, rather than the sudden altering of history through 
the revolutionary acts of a single man, and that Duprez’ feats of vocal 
athleticism were simply particularly well-appreciated by the audiences of 
the time.


- Of equal interest is de Lalande’s description of the approach of female 
Italian singers:


• ‘The contraltos are women’s voices of second soprano [second 
dessus], which go from A to C in full voice, and to f in falsetto, as 
opposed to the ordinary compass of women’s soprano which is from 

 Edmond Michotte, Richard Wagner’s Visit to Rossini (Paris 1860) and An Evening at 89

Rossini’s in Beau-Sejour (Passy) 1858, trans. Herbert Weinstock (Chicago IL: University of 
Chicago Press, 1968), 98.

 Ibid., 72.90
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D to E in full voice and to C in falsetto. The castratos who have 
soprano or dessus voices have the same compass as the women.’ 
91

• Although these descriptions of pitch are not accompanied by octave 
designations, the comparison with the technique of the castrati 
undoubtedly clarifies this. As such, we can deduce that the ‘second 
sopranos’ had a range between A (below middle C) and C (an octave 
above middle C) in ‘mode 1,’ and then further upwards in ‘mode 2.’ 
The voices of the higher soprano type described therefore most likely 
involved a technique involving a major ninth in ‘mode 1,’ from D to E 
above middle C, and then upwards in ‘mode 2.’ 


• Although sources outlining the exact details of female singing during 
the eighteenth and early nineteenth-centuries are sparse, descriptions 
such as the following of Giuditta Pasta in 1828 confirm that this 
remarkable approach was not unheard of outside of a theoretical 
perspective:


- ‘Madame [Giuditta] Pasta, who is the most remarkable example 
within our recollection, could take G above the staff either in her 
breast or her head voice. Thus when she wanted force she 
employed the one, when she desired facility - the other. Being able 
to descend very low in the scale by means of her head voice, she 
could thus transfer the sweetness, softness, and ductility which 
appertain to the falsette, to most of the middle notes of the staff, 
and vary the passion at pleasure.’ 
92

• In the event that there remains some doubt about the physiological 
possibilities of women singing particularly high in their ‘chest voices,’ it 
is worth pointing out that this practice remains commonplace in a 
number, if not the majority, of traditions of vocalisation outside of the 
modern Western Classical tradition. A superlative example of which is 

 ‘Les contralti sont des voix de femmes en séconds dessus, qui vont depuis la jusqu’à ut 91

en pleine voix, & jusqu’en fa en fausset; au lieu que l’étendue ordinaire des voix de femmes 
en dessus est depuis re jusqu’en mi en pleine voix, & jusqu’en ut en fausset. Les castrats 
qui ont la voix de soprani ou dessus, ont la même étendue que les femmes...’ Joseph de 
Lalande, Voyage En Italie, vol. 7 (Geneva, 1790), 204-205. Translation found in Simon 
Ravens, The Supernatural Voice : A History of High Male Singing (Woodbridge: Boydell 
Press, 2014), 121.

 ““Madam Malibran (Née) Garcia,” The Quarterly Musical Magazine and Review, 1828: 92

424.
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Whitney Houston’s outstanding performance at the Superbowl in 
1991, a link to which can be found in the footnotes below.  
93

• Having briefly addressed this clearly documented and pedagogically 
codified approach to a dual-register vocal technique in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, the following section will attempt to address how 
widespread this approach may have been in the seventeenth century, as 
well as outside of Italianate traditions of singing.


Purcell, Handel, and the English Countertenor  

• While Purcell’s ‘countertenor’ roles have become standard fare for modern 
‘falsettists,’ the evidence for this in the seventeenth century is mixed to say the 
least. 


• Indeed, it is often claimed that Purcell himself sang ‘countertenor,’ a potential 
misunderstanding which arises from a report found in The Gentleman’s Journal 
in 1692:


- ‘[The Song for St Cecilia’s Day] admirably set to Music by Mr. Henry Purcell, 
and perform’d twice with universal applause, particularly the second Stanza, 
which was sung with incredible Graces by Mr Purcell himself.’  This is 94

explicitly contradicted by the autograph, which states that the song was sung 
by the famous countertenor John Pate. Considering the immensely florid 
nature of the stanza in question, the most likely understanding of this 
passage is that the ‘graces’ were written by Purcell, and that the 
misunderstanding is simply due to the grammatical obscurity of the 
sentence.


• The countertenor William Mountfort, for whom Purcell composed the song ‘Say, 
Cruel Amoret,’ is described by the actor Colley Cibber as having a ‘clear 
countertenor...full and melodious’ whereas he (Cibber) only could only sing 
‘under the imperfection of a feigned and screaming treble.’  The reference to 95

Cibber’s ‘feigned...treble’ is clearly describing his own attempts to sing soprano 
parts, most likely in ‘mode 2,’ and the ‘full and melodious’ countertenor is 
probably, considering that the piece Purcell wrote for Mountfort only ascends to 
a G above middle C, the equivalent of today’s high tenor. 


 Whitney Houston, “Whitney Houston - Star Spangled Banner,” YouTube, February 13, 93

2012, https://youtu.be/N_lCmBvYMRs.

 The Gentleman’s Journal, November 1692: 18.94

 Colley Cibber, An Apology for the Life of Mr. Colley Cibber, ed. John Maurice Evans 95

(1740; repr., New York: Garland, 1987), 78.
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• John Abel, in 1682, is described as follows by John Evelyn after his return from 
Italy:


- ‘After supper, in came the famous Trebble Mr. Abel newly return’d from Italy, 
and indeede I never heard a more excellent voice, one could have sworne it 
had ben a Womans it was so high, and so well and skillfully manag’d.’  
96

- Having been clearly described as a ‘treble’ here, we might assume that he 
was a ‘falsettist,’ much as Cibber’s ‘feigned’ treble above. However, Johann 
Mattheson makes the rather cryptic comment that Abel ‘possess[ed] certain 
secrets for keeping his tender and natural high voice perfect until a late 
age,’  which, considering the assumptions we have made with regards to 97

the registrational choices typical of female singers during this period, 
perhaps explains Evelyn’s comparison of Abel with a woman’s voice. To 
make matters worse, Abel is described regularly as appearing singing 
‘countertenor,’ and Jakob Graber continues as far as to describe Abel as a 
tenor. 
98

• Indeed, the number of examples of singers documented as singing a variety of 
different voice parts in restoration England seems quite foreign to modern 
notions of ‘fach.’ Particularly common seems to be the migration between 
‘countertenor’ and ‘tenor,’ three famous examples being Richard Elford, John 
Pate, and John Freeman.  It’s perhaps not a coincidence that the name William 99

Lamb is hand-written in a printed copy of the word-book for the Dublin Messiah 
next to both the recitatives ‘Behold a Virgin Shall Conceive’ (alto) and ‘He that 
Dwelleth in heaven’ (tenor.) 
100

• Indeed, while we have seen that Joseph de Lalande states that the Italianate 
tenor sang until G above middle C in ‘chest voice,’ and the French haute contre 
to ‘Bb,’ the English author, Anselm Bayly says in 1771 that the chest voice 
‘terminates...in a [male] contralto at G, A or B, [above middle C] and from 

 John Evelyn, The Diary of John Evelyn, ed. Esmond Samuel De Beer (London: Oxford 96

University Press, 1959), 505.

 ‘Derselbe befass einige Geheimnisse, seine zärtliche und natürliche Alt-Stimme aus das 97

reinest bis in spate Alter zu bewahren, wozu die ungemeine Mässigkeit und wahl im Essen 
und Trincken sehr viel half.’ Johann Mattheson, Johann Mattheson’s Der Vollkommene 
Capellmeister : A Revised Translation with Critical Commentary, trans. Ernest Charles Harris 
(Ann Arbor, MI: UMI Research Press, 1981), part 2, 95.

 Simon Ravens, The Supernatural Voice : A History of High Male Singing (Woodbridge: 98

Boydell Press, 2014),134.

 Ibid., 135.99

 Ibid., 141.100
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thence upwards [one should] help the learner to gain the falsetto...’  it seems 101

likely therefore that the two parts, countertenor and tenor, could have involved 
technically similar approaches.


• Even in the nineteenth century, we see that the voices of ‘tenor’ and 
‘countertenor’ could still be interchangeable to a certain extent, as seen in the 
following description by Richard Edgecumbe of a performance of Messiah in 
Westminster Abbey:


- ‘There being no good counter-tenor, the song “He was despised,” which is 
generally given to that voice, was assigned to a female contralto...As it is 
within the compass of a tenor, Harrison, Knyvett, and others, having sung it, 
Braham [the tenor seen above with a particularly easy “falsetto”] might have 
taken it, and would have given it all its deeply pathetic expression which was 
totally lost.’ 
102

• Having said this, the ‘countertenor’ William Knyvett states the following in 1820: 


- ‘From the introduction of the Italian opera into this country till nearly the close 
of the last century, [the countertenor] part of a musical performance was 
sustained, as circumstances directed, by three different species of voice, 
though of the same general pitch - by Castrati, by females with low soprano 
voices, and by men using the falsette. The natural counter-tenor might also 
be enumerated, for we have heard those who could ascend to B in the 
natural voice, but the examples have of late become so rare...’ 
103

- Furthermore, in the 1770s the English choirmaster John Crompton states the 
following, suggesting that Knyvett may have been correct about the increase 
in use of falsetto in singing ‘countertenor’ parts:


•  ‘Suitable voices for the middle, or counter part are rather difficult to find; 
but let no-one, for that reason, attempt it with a feigned voice, however 
there is but few wanted in comparison with the number who engage in 
other parts, and better quite omitted than not performed with a natural 
voice; therefore let a voice be chosen with great care...’ 
104

 Anselm Bayly, A Practical Treatise on Singing and Playing (London: J. Ridley, 1771), 32. 101

 Richard Edgcumbe, Musical Reminiscences of an Old Amateur Chiefly Respecting the 102

Italian Opera (London: W. Clarke, 1831), 41.

 William Knyvett and Richard Mackenzie Bacon, “Preliminary Remarks on Counter-Tenor 103

Singing,” The Quarterly Musical Magazine and Review 2, 1820, 468–76.

 John Crompton, The Psalm Singer’s Assistant (London: G. Bigg, 1778), 672.104
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- It is interesting that Knyvett blames an influx in Italianate singing on the 
decline of the ‘natural counter-tenor’ in England, and we must remember that 
de Lalande makes the distinction between French ‘haute-contres’ and Italian 
tenors, with the ‘haute-contre’ ascending to Bb in ‘chest voice’ rather than 
the somewhat more modest ‘G’ of the Italian tenor. If similarities were to be 
drawn, then the vast majority of an English ‘countertenor’s’ notes could 
assigned to the realm of ‘chest voice,’ or ‘mode 1,’ at least through the 
eighteenth century, only rarely necessitating an ascent into ‘mode 2.’ 


- Among the possible connections made between the ‘haute-contre’ and the 
English ‘countertenor’ is a comment made by Charles Burney about a visit to 
the Parisian Concert Spirituel in 1770: 


• ‘The principal countertenor had a solo verse which he bellowed out with as 
much violence as if he had done it for life, when a knife was at his 
throat.’  The french ‘countertenor’ would presumably not have described 105

himself as such, indeed he most likely would have resembled the ‘haute-
contre’ of de Lalande. That Burney identifies him as a ‘countertenor,’ 
however, is perhaps telling of British approaches to the voice in the 
eighteenth century.


What is an Haute-Contre? 

• We have already seen that de Lalande, in comparing the Italian tenor and 
French ‘haute-contre,’ associates a more ‘chest’ dominant sound to the French 
approach in the 1760s. As expected of a style in which male voices ascend as 
a matter of course to Bb in ‘mode 1,’ French singing is routinely associated 
with a rather full-bodied approach by contemporaneous commentators. Those 
commentators of an Italianate leaning tend to describe French singing as 
‘bellowing,’ or ‘shouting,’ whereas French authors, with the exception of 
Rousseau, describe it as ‘powerful,’ or ‘male.’ De Lalande compares French 
and Italian singing as follows:


- ‘The repugnance which the Italians have for strong and loud voices, such as 
our own baritones and even haute-contres, necessarily makes them look to 
the castrati for their pleasures. It is better for human nature to be 
accustomed like us to find their pleasure in voices that are natural, male, 

 Charles Burney, The Present State of Music in France and Italy (2nd, Corrected Edition) 105

(London: T. Becket and Co., 1773), 27.
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radiant, in possession of their full power: it is custom alone that decides our 
pleasures; our custom is better and our pleasures more natural.’ 
106

• Antoine Bailleux states unequivocally that a singer should in fact not use 
‘falsetto’ at all, saying that ‘in singing one should always use a plain voice, 
without ever passing from the natural voice to the falsetto, or head voice, 
unless absolutely necessary.’  
107

• Not all French commentators are so favourable towards this approach, and 
Rousseau laments that ‘the general disposition of French composers is always 
to force the voices in order to make them shout rather than sing.’  This 108

distaste was shared by a number of international commentators, from the 
above Charles Burney to, as we will see, Johann Quantz.


• The full-blooded French approach was soon to undergo a period of change 
with a surge in popularity of Italian opera in the second half of the eighteenth 
century. Indeed, with the arrival of two Italian singing teachers Tomeoni and 
Mengozzi in the 1780s came a new appreciation for Italianate styles of singing, 
to the extent that it became gradually more and more common for French 
haute-contres to adopt the Italianate approach to their upper register. 
109

• Hector Berlioz, for example, made it clear that the exclusive use of ‘mode 1’ in 
the upper register had become something of a rarity in 1844, saying that ‘the 
old masters of the French school, who never employed the head voice, wrote in 
their operas a part that they called haute-contre and that foreigners, misled by 

 ‘La répugnance qu’ont les Italiens pour les voix fortes & dures, telles qu nos basse-tailles 106

& même nos hautes-contres, leur fait regarder comme nécessaire à leurs plaisirs l’usage des 
Castrati: il vaut mieux cependant pour la nature humaine que l’on foit accoutumé, comme 
nous, à trouver du plaisir dans les voix naturelles, mâles, éclatantes, & qui ont toute leur 
force; c’est l’habitude seule qui décide des plaisirs; la nôtre est plus heureuse, & nos plaisirs 
plus naturels.’ Joseph de Lalande, Voyage En Italie, vol. 7 (Geneva, 1790). 196-7. 
Translation from Andrew Parrott, “Falsetto and the French,” in Composers’ Intentions? Lost 
Traditions of Musical Performance (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2015), 139.

 ‘De chanter toujour à voix plaine, sans jamais passer de la voix naturelle au fosset, ou 107

voix da téte, sans necessité absolue.’ Antoine Bailleux, Solfege Pour Apprendre Facilement 
La Musique Vocale et Instrumentale, 3rd ed. (Paris: M. Bailleux, 1760), 126. Translation from 
Simon Ravens, The Supernatural Voice : A History of High Male Singing (Woodbridge: 
Boydell Press, 2014), 118–119.

 ‘L’espirt general des Compositeurs François est toujours de forces les Voix pour les faire 108

crier plutôt que chanter...’ Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Dictionnaire De Musique (Paris: Chez 
La Veuve Duchesne, 1768): 545. Translation from Andrew Parrott, “Falsetto and the 
French,” in Composers’ Intentions? Lost Traditions of Musical Performance (Woodbridge: 
Boydell Press, 2015), 139.

 Simon Ravens, The Supernatural Voice : A History of High Male Singing (Woodbridge: 109

Boydell Press, 2014), 154-155.
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the natural interpretation of the Italian word contralto, often taken for the low 
voice of women. This word designated however a male voice accustomed to 
singing almost exclusively, and in chest voice, the five high notes (including B 
natural) in the range of the first tenor. The pitch was, as is generally believed, 
lower by a step than the present pitch... Today when a B natural comes in a 
chorus, most of the tenors take it in head voice, but the very high tenors (the 
haute contres) attack it still in chest without hesitation.’  
110

• Indeed, the Larousse Grand Dictionnaire Universel (1866-76) states explicitly 
that ‘the rarity of this type of voice finally banished it from the theatre...a true 
[franche] and pure haute-contre is actually a phenomenon one scarcely meets 
twice in a century... The present generation no more knows what an haute-
contre is than what a castrato is, and the loss of the one is certainly not more 
regrettable than that of the other.’  
111

• One can’t help but appreciate the irony that the well-blended, ‘dual register’ 
approach to the upper range which was so heavily associated with Italianate 
singing in the eighteenth-century became intertwined with even modern-day 
stereotypes of French singing.


Bach’s Altos and Italianate Singing in German-Speaking 
Countries 

• The appeal of Italianate styles of singing in German-speaking countries is felt 
from at least the early seventeenth century, when Michael Praetorius attempted 
to import Italianate techniques, including his aforementioned comments about 
‘chest voice.’ 


 ‘Les anciens maitres de l’école française qui n’employaient jamais la voix de tète, ont 110

écrit dans leurs Opéras une partie qu’ils nommaient Haute-contre et que les étrangers, 
trompés par l’interprétation naturelle du mot Italien Contralto prennent souvent pour la voix 
grave des femmes. Ce nom désignait cependant une voix d’homme habituée à chanter 
presque exclusivement, et en sons de poitrine, les cinq notes hautes (y compris le Si naturel) 
de l’échelle du premier Ténor. Le diapason était-il, comme on le croit généralement, plus 
bas d’un ton que le diapason actuel...Aujourd’hui, quand un Si naturel se présente dans un 
choeur, la plupart des Ténors le prennent en son de tète, mais les Ténors très hauts (les 
hautes-contre) l’attaquent encore en voix de poitrine sans hésitation.’ Hector Berlioz, Grand 
Traité d’Instrumentation et d’Orchestration Modernes (Paris: Schonenberger, 1843), 237. 
Translation from Mary Cyr, “On Performing 18th-Century Haute-Contre Roles,” The Musical 
Times 118, no. 1610 (April 1977): 291, https://doi.org/10.2307/958048: 294.

 Found in Simon Ravens, The Supernatural Voice : A History of High Male Singing 111

(Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2014), 114-115.
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• By the time of Johann Quantz, the desire to imitate Italian approaches to 
vocalisation were still in demand, but the technique being discussed seems to 
have been rather different. Quantz says the following in 1752: 


- ‘The requirements of a good singer are: that he first of all have a good, clear, 
pure tone and an equal scale from bottom to top... Further, a singer should 
know how to join the falsetto to the chest voice in such a way that one 
cannot observe where the latter ends and the former begins.’ 
112

• Indeed, Johann S. Agricola famously undertook the task of translating the by 
then famous treatise of Pier Francesco Tosi, leading some to suggest that 
Italianate approaches to registration were widespread in the music of German-
speaking countries. Indeed, considering the esteem in which Quantz seems to 
have held Italianate vocal aesthetics, it seems quite likely that the dual register 
technique described in Italian sources was not unheard of. However, Quantz 
himself seems particularly disdainful about German church singing, and so one 
must ask how realistic it may be to claim the widespread use of a cultivated 
‘falsetto’ upper register:


- ‘What the German manner of singing was like in times past may still be 
perceived today from the singers in choirs and schools in most of the towns. 
These singers are better versed in note-reading than many galant singers of 
other nations, but they hardly know how to manage the voice at all. Thus as a 
rule they sing with a uniform volume of tone, without light and shade. They 
are hardly cognizant of those defects of the voice that stem from the nose 
and throat. Joining the chest voice to the falsetto is as unknown to them as it 
is to the French. As to the shake, they content themselves with what nature 
provides. They have little feeling for Italian flattery, which is effected by 
slurred notes and by diminishing and strengthening the tone. Their 
disagreeable, forced, and exceedingly noisy chest attacks, in which they 
make vigorous use of the faculty of the Germans for pronouncing the h, 
singing ha-ha-ha-ha for each note, make all the passage-work sound hacked 

 ‘Von einem guten Sänger wird erfodert: daß er hauptsächlich eine gute, helle, reine, und 112

von der Tiefe bis in die Höhe durchgehends egale Stimme habe... daß ein guter Sänger daß 
Falset mit der Brustimme so zu vereinigen wisse, damit man nicht bemerken könne, wo die 
letze aufhöret, und daß erstere anfängt.’ Johann Joachim Quantz, Versuch Einer Anweisung 
Die Flöte Traversiere Zu Spielen (Berlin: Johann Friedrich Voß, 1752), 282. Translation from 
Carol MacClintock, Readings in the History of Music in Performance (Bloomington IN: 
Indiana University Press, 1992), 357.
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up, and are far removed from the Italian manner of executing passage-work 
with the chest voice.’ 
113

- Agricola himself, although he faithfully translates the writings of Tosi, seems 
to have a rather different notion of register, and explains his own thoughts on 
the subject in a rather extensive set of comments. One major disagreement 
seems to have been that he believed Tosi mistakenly confused the ‘head 
voice’ and ‘falsetto,’ which were commonly used interchangeably by 
contemporaneous Italian writers on the subject. In Agricola’s opinion, 
‘falsetto’ only occurred on the very highest, but also the very lowest notes of 
the human voice, and were defined in part by their ‘forced’ nature:


• ‘Most scientists and musicians describe the falsetto notes that occur in 
every voice in its highest reaches, as well as those in its greatest depth, as 
forced tones and a falsetto voice as a forced voice‘  
114

• When it comes to the role of ‘falsettists’ in the the eighteenth century German 
speaking musical landscape, especially as it relates to the performance 
practices of J.S. Bach, there is unfortunately a great deal of debate and 
somewhat of a scarcity of sources. 


• We have already seen that high falsetto singing receives a rather lukewarm 
reception by Praetorius, but is documented nonetheless. The situation seems 
not to change greatly until well into the eighteenth century, and the presence of 

 ‘Wie die Singart der Deutschen in den alten Zeiten beschaffen gewesen sey, kann man, 113

noch bis auf diese Stunde, in den meisten Städten, an den Chor- oder Schulsängern 
abnehmen. Diese bringen es zwar im Notenlesen weiter, als viele galante Sänger anderer 
Völker: allein mit der Stimme wissen sie fast gar nicht umzugehen. Sie singen daher 
meistentheils ohne Licht und Schatten, in einerley Stärke des Tones. Die Nasen- und 
Gurgelfehler kennen sie kaum. Die Vereinigung der Bruststimme mit dem Falset ist ihnen 
eben so unbekannt, als den Franzosen. Mit dem Triller begnügen sie sich so, wie ihn die 
Natur giebt. Von der italiänischen Schmeicheley, welche durch geschleifete Noten, und 
durch das Vermindern und Verstärken des Tones gewirket wird, haben sie wenig 
Empfindung. Ihr unangenehmes, übertriebenes, allzurauschendes Stoßen mit der Brust, 
wobey sie sich die Fertigkeit der Deutschen das h auszusprechen rechtschaffen zu Nutzen 
machen, und bey allen Noten: ha ha ha ha hören lassen, verursachet, daß die Passagien alle 
gehacket klingen; und ist von der Art, mit welcher die welschen Bruststimmen die Passagien 
vortragen, weit entfernet.’ Johann Joachim Quantz, Versuch Einer Anweisung Die Flöte 
Traversiere Zu Spielen (Berlin: Johann Friedrich Voß, 1752), 326. Translation from Johann 
Joachim Quantz, On Playing the Flute/The Classic of Baroque Music Instruction, trans. 
Edward Reilly (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 2001), 336.

 ‘Die meisten Naturkündiger sowohl als Tonkünstler, beschreiben die Falsetttöne, welche 114

bey jeder Stimme sowohl in der äussersten Höhe als in der äussersten Tiefe vorkommen 
können, durch gezwungene Töne, und eine Falsettstimme durch gezwungene Stimme.’ 
Johann Friedrich Agricola, Anleitung Zur Singkunst (Berlin: G.F. Winter, 1757), 34. 
Translation from: Johann Agricola, Introduction to the Art of Singing, trans. Julianne Baird 
(Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 75.
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‘falsettists’ on the highest parts of the choral texture remains well documented. 
Indeed, in 1719 Johann Beer seems to echo the words of Viadana over a 
century earlier, saying that ‘it would be better if one could have a pair of castrati 
or falsettists, because these types show greater judgement, are not as timid as 
frightened boys, and their singing is more stable.’ 
115

- While certainly J.S. Bach would have known pre-pubescent boys singing 
soprano roles, and indeed also female sopranos and castrati in certain 
instances, Bach likely employed at least one ‘falsettist’ in this capacity. In 
1740 Bach claims that a certain Christian Friedrich Schemelli was useful to 
him as a Soprano which, considering he attended St Thomas School 
between the ages of 18-21, makes it extremely likely that he was functioning 
as a post-pubescent soprano ‘falsettist.’  In addition, the leading soprano 116

under the direction of Buxtehude in Lübeck was almost certainly the 
‘falsettist’ Hans Iwe, in fact, all of Buxtehude’s soprano soloists seem to have 
been adult men.  This may seem rather unlikely when considering the 117

typical range of modern ‘countertenors,’ but it’s worth pointing out that 
soprano ‘falsettists’ are far from unheard of today, despite the comparative 
lack of demand in modern Classical culture. 


- Indeed, Johann Samuel Petri tells us of a roughly contemporaneous 
‘falsettist’ who could sing a high F, two and a half octaves above middle C.


• ‘A certain soprano who was very skilled and excellent at singing in falsetto 
(but was not a castrato) once sang arias rising to an e’’’ and f’’’ with great 
lightness of voice, with the most perfect cleanliness of all tones in the 
quickest runs and groppi; his manieren, his trills, his cadences, in short, 
everything was magnificent.’ 
118

 ‘Könte man aber ein paar gleiche Castraten oder Falsedisten haben wär es um so viel 115

besser weil solche Leute mit grössern judicio, item nicht so zagicht wie die erschrockene 
Knaben und dann auch endlich beständiger singen.’ Johann Beer, Musicalische Discurse 
(Nürnberg: Conrad Monath, 1719), 13-14. Translation from Simon Ravens, The Supernatural 
Voice : A History of High Male Singing (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2014), 110.

 Bach, Johann Sebastian. Testimonial for a student, Christian Friedrich Schemelli. BD I, 116

no.77. Leipzig, February 24, 1740. Found in Christoph Wolff, Hans T David, and Arthur 
Mendel, The New Bach Reader: A Life of Johann Sebastian Bach in Letters and Documents 
(New York: W.W. Norton, 1999), 208-209.

 Ibid.117

 ‘Ein gewisser im Falsett sehr geübter und vortreflich singender Sopranist (der aber nicht 118

kastrate war) sang einsmals ein bis e’’’ und f’’’ steigende Arie mit sehr grosser Leichtigkeit 
der Stimme, mit der vollkommensten Reinigkeit aller Töne in dem allerschnellsten Läufern 
und Groppen; seine Manieren, seine Triller, seine Kadenzen, kurz, alles war prächtig.’ 
Johann Samuel Petri, Anleitung Zur Praktischen Musik (Leipzig: Breitkopft, 1782), 206. My 
translation.
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- Despite this, Johann G. Walther writes in his Musicalisches Lexicon of 1732 
that the Cammer-Ton, the habit of playing a piece a whole tone or a minor 
third lower, is ‘mostly used when adult sopranos cannot reach the highest 
notes.’ 
119

• The question of who may have sung alto in J.S. Bach’s music is one to which 
no academic consensus has been reached. At Weimar the court payment 
records document the existence of the ‘falsettist’ Adam Immanuel Weldig, 
alongside two young ‘discantists,’ two tenors and a bass.  It seems most 120

likely that Weldig therefore was a ‘falsettist’ singing alto parts, suggesting 
strongly that Bach was at least aware of the practice. While there are certainly 
records of schoolboys singing alto parts during Bach’s posting in Leipzig, it’s 
worth pointing out that the schoolboys in question were very often in their late 
teens or even early twenties.  
121

- Having said this, there is a certain amount of speculation about the age in 
which boys voices changed with puberty in the eighteenth century, and the 
sources themselves are far from uniform in their comments. Johann Agricola, 
for example, states that male voices tended to change around the age of 
thirteen, and that it was accompanied by ‘hoarseness...which often lasts half 
a year or even longer.’  Sporting another opinion about the typical age for 122

the male voice change is Martin Heinrich Fuhrmann who states unequivocally 
that altos tended to become tenors after the age of eighteen.  In Hamburg, 123

Johann Mattheson makes the observation that ‘during mutation the so-called 

 ‘Hauptsächlich um den erwachsenen Sopranisten, so die Höhe nich wohl haben können’ 119

Johann Gottfried Walther, Musicalisches Lexicon (Leipzig: Wolffgang Deer, 1732), 130-131. 
Translation by Lisandro Abadie.

 Charles Sanford Terry, Bach: A Biography (London: Oxford University Press, 1928), 91.120

 Christoph Wolff, Hans T David, and Arthur Mendel, The New Bach Reader: A Life of 121

Johann Sebastian Bach in Letters and Documents (New York: W.W. Norton, 1999).

 ‘daß...ohngefähr um daß vierzehnte Lebensjahr, die hohe Stimme sich in eine tiefere 122

verwandelt...meistentheils eine Heiserkeit enzustellen pflegt, welche öfters ein halbes Jahr 
und noch länger dauert.’ Johann Friedrich Agricola, Anleitung Zur Singkunst (Berlin: G.F. 
Winter, 1757), 28-29. Translation from Andrew Parrott, The Essential Bach Choir 
(Woodbridge, Suffolk, UK; Rochester, NY: Boydell Press, 2004), 13-15.

 Martin Heinrich Fuhrmann, Musicalischer Trichter (Frankfurt, An Der Spree, 1706), 36. 123

Translation from Andrew Parrott, The Essential Bach Choir (Woodbridge, Suffolk, UK; 
Rochester, NY: Boydell Press, 2004), 13.
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descant voice usually falls to the tenor and the alto to the bass,’  which 124

indicates that he expected alto parts to be sung by boys before the age of 
puberty. 


• What this rather messy collection of passages seems to suggest is that, while 
there was a clear association between schoolboys and the alto line, it’s quite 
possible that the distinction between boy-chorister and ‘falsetto’ alto may have 
not been quite as sharp as we tend to assume. Simon Ravens explains this 
rather well, saying that ‘if we imagine that some of Bach’s alto and soprano 
arias were sung not by wholly different voice-types, but by variants of the same 
late-adolescent model, it may help remove the uncomfortable dichotomy often 
presented to us with these solos: instead of choosing between adult maturity 
with polish on the one hand, and childish naivety with roughness on the other, 
we can imagine (as probably Bach knew) a melding of these qualities.’ 
125

Alfred Deller, Russel Oberlin, and the Countertenors of the 
Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries 

• When it comes to the twentieth century and the blossoming of the ‘early music 
movement,’ the term ‘countertenor’ and ideas of ‘falsetto’ singing were eagerly 
presented by a few influential figures.


• However, while there is a certain tendency to think that the ‘countertenor’ voice 
and ‘falsetto’ singing was ‘revived’ during the twentieth century, this is not 
entirely true, as both had a rather colourful history in the nineteenth century. 
One particularly amusing anecdote can be found in the 1880 Grove dictionary 
of music: 


- ‘A lady traveller in Spain and Portugal, writing some six or seven years ago, 
amusingly expresses her surprise, on discovering that certain high flute-like 
notes, which she believed to have been produced by some beautiful young 
girl, really emanated from the throat of burly individual with a huge black 
beard and whiskers.’ 
126

 ‘Welches bei der Mutation, von der sogenanten Discant - Stimme gemeiniglich aus einen 124

Tenor, und vom Alt auf den Bass fällt’ Johann Mattheson, Der Vollkommene Capellmeister 
(Hamburg: Christian Herold, 1739), part 2, 1:7, 95. Translation from Johann Mattheson, 
Johann Mattheson’s Der Vollkommene Capellmeister : A Revised Translation with Critical 
Commentary, trans. Ernest Charles Harris (Ann Arbor, MI: UMI Research Press, 1981), 241.

 Simon Ravens, The Supernatural Voice : A History of High Male Singing (Woodbridge: 125

Boydell Press, 2014), 112.

 George Grove, A Dictionary of Music and Musicians (A.D. 1450-1880), vol. 2 (London: 126

Macmillan, 1880), 521.
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• As we have seen, traditions of fluent falsetto high notes for the tenor voice 
seemed to have been waning in the second half of the nineteenth century. The 
‘countertenor’ voice however, seems to have had rather a diverse trajectory. 
One of the most intriguing sources discussing the nineteenth-century 
‘countertenor’ is William Knyvett’s ‘Preliminary Remarks on Countertenor 
Singing’ published in 1820, a few extracts of which we have already seen 
above. The following, however, are relevant to the subject at hand:


- ‘the voice at present most in repute and most employed is the falsette, which 
is sweet and brilliant in its tones, but rarely powerful, and occasionally apt to 
go out of tune. The few natural counter-tenors we have heard have generally 
been coarse, and produced, as it appeared by strong effort, impure and 
throaty, the expedient to which singers who wish to increase their volume 
have but too often recourse.’  In order to contextualise these comments, 127

it’s worth mentioning the addition made by the editor Richard Mackenzie 
Bacon, who tells us that Knyvett’s falsetto ranged upwards a major ninth 
from middle C. It is notable therefore that he would have regularly needed to 
utilise his chest voice in order to fulfill his role as an alto with both the Chapel 
Royal and Westminster Abbey Choir. Interestingly, Knyvett’s own singing is 
described as follows: ‘The tone is pure, sweet, and brilliant, but in point of 
volume it is so limited, that one never hears Mr. K. In a song without 
lamenting its want of power.’ 
128

- Bacon in fact continues to describe Knyvett’s voice in more detail, as well as 
providing some interesting insights into his own thoughts on the history of 
the ‘countertenor:’ ‘The natural voice of the object of our present notice 
[Knyvett] is, as we have understood, a base, but distinguished by no 
superiority. Mr W.K. Therefore preferred to avail himself of the falsette which 
usually accompanies the bass, and by indefatigable industry and sound 
science, he may be said almost to have created his counter-tenor. This 
species of voice has been extremely scarce for many years, but we question 
whether the rarity may not be very justly supposed to proceed from the 
greater delicacy which the more polished taste of our own age requires to 
satisfy delicate ears, than from any alteration in the dispositions of nature, or 
any change in the physical organisation of the throat. The fact, we conceive 
to be, that the natural counter-tenors whom Purcell and Croft employed (for 

 William Knyvett and Richard Mackenzie Bacon, “Preliminary Remarks on Counter-Tenor 127

Singing,” The Quarterly Musical Magazine and Review 2, 1820, 468–76: 468–476.

 Ibid.128
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in their days there appears to have been no scarcity), were coarse in 
proportion as they were powerful.’ 
129

• To think of the voice of Knyvett primarily as a ‘falsettist’ but with a “natural 
voice’ of a bass perhaps makes sense of the sort of scoring often found in 
English choral works from the nineteenth century. Below can be seen Samuel 
Wesley’s ‘Ascribe unto the Lord’ in which the obviously baritonal unison 
introduction is marked for ‘Alto, Tenor and Bass in Unison.’ 
130

• However, this supposedly rather delicate approach of Knyvett’s falsetto singing 
doesn’t seem to have been shared by all English altos in the nineteenth century, 
and in 1852 an American visitor to the Norwich festival reports the following:


- ‘Again, the alto was composed mostly of men’s voices. The effect was a 
harshness or roughness that has no mercy upon one’s nervous system or 
musical sensibilities, and that, in the present instance, made one often curl or 
shrink away as if a severe blow had been inflicted; besides, in pressing up to 
the high tones, the men did not all quite reach the point; making altogether 
too much of that which the organ-tuners call “wolf” - a name applicable as 
well to “quality of tone (howling) in this case as to intonation.” The men’s 

 Ibid.129

 Wesley, Samuel Sebastian. Ascribe Unto the Lord. London, Novello. 1851. Print.130
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rough alto was like a sawmill, when the saw strikes a nail; how can this 
terrible grating be tolerated?’  
131

• We should remember from this description that Knyvett also mentions the 
‘chest voice’ alto as a viable English option, indeed it’s hard to imagine that this 
description could be anything other than a rather enthusiastic ‘chest voice’ alto. 
Indeed, an article by A.H.D. Prendergast, ‘The Man’s Alto in English Music’ 
published in 1900 describes how ‘when foreign music with contralto parts is 
performed here, the man’s alto fails at the higher notes; and in cathedrals in 
particular the 2nd part has to be sung by what is in practice a mixture of man’s 
alto and weak boys’ contralto.’ 
132

• Early recordings of the twentieth century constitute another body of evidence 
which can be of great use in forming an understanding of the historical 
countertenor. While I’ve briefly touched on the dangers of using historical 
recordings as a source, and certainly caution is required when drawing 
conclusions as it is with any historical source, their value is undeniable. 


- Perhaps the most influential research of recent years exploring the effect of 
historical processes involved in recording is that conducted by Joshua 
Glasner, documented in his thesis entitled The Development of the Operatic 
Voice During the 20th Century: an analysis of the effect of early recording 
technology. Very broadly, the methodological process of this study involved 
recording a group of professional singers using both modern recording 
technology and a replica of the technology and methods used around the 
turn of the nineteenth century. The recordings generated were subsequently 
analysed according to their acoustical properties and the effects of historical 
recording technologies subsequently presented as a comparative series of 
tables, graphs, and numbers.  While a complete summary of this research 133

is beyond the scope of this study, an extract from Glasner’s conclusions is 
worth quoting before we continue:


• ‘While this study has shown that the wax cylinder phonograph system 
significantly alters spectral measurements of the voice output signal, it 
does not convey the anecdotal evidence that the modern professional 
opera singers’ voices were perceptually similar across recording 

 Lowell Mason, Musical Letters From Abroad (New York: Mason Brothers, 1854), 261 and 131

284.

 A.H.D Prendergast, “The Man’s Alto in English Music,” Zeitschrift Der Internationalen 132

Musikgesellschaft 1 (1900): 331–334: 334.

 Joshua Glasner, “The Development of the Operatic Voice During the 20th Century: An 133

Analysis of the Effect of Early Recording Technology” (Dissertation, 2019).
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conditions. This result was unexpected. If, indeed, recordings of singers on 
digitised wax cylinders—even without a playback horn—sound 
perceptually similar to identical recordings from flat-response 
microphones, then our field may have to consider the possibility that 
Western operatic singing has changed in just over 100 years’ 
134

- Although there are numerous recordings from the first part of the twentieth 
century which could be chosen for analysis, three immediately leap to mind: 


• 1.) Richard Terry directing Westminster Cathedral Choir in a recording of 
the Kyrie from Palestrina’s ‘Missa Aeterna Christi Munera’ in 1909: In this 
spectacularly interesting recording, likely performed a perfect fourth lower 
than the notated pitch (performance pitch is often difficult to ascertain due 
to the variety of possibilities when it comes to playback speed,) the highest 
part (‘cantus’) is taken by ‘falsettists’ and the part immediately below 
(‘altus’) by high ‘chest voice’ tenors. The range of the ‘altus’ part at this 
pitch reaches from D a major seventh below middle C upwards a major 
ninth. There is no hint of a change of vibrational mechanism, and indeed 
the pitch hardly requires it. The ‘cantus’ part has a range from the B natural 
below middle C reaching upwards a minor sixth to G. Although the 
recording quality perhaps obscures the nature of the lowest notes, there is 
little evidence of ‘chest voice’ being used. Incidentally, the balance of the 
recording is extremely weighted towards the lower voices, with the upper 
line sounding particularly quiet, but it is unclear if this is due to the physical 
positioning of the singers in relation to the recording horn. 
135

• 2.) Domenico Mancini, recorded in 1936 singing soprano in a quartet 
performance of Mozart’s ‘Ave Verum Corpus:’ As stated above, 
determining an accurate playback speed can be exceedingly difficult in 
recordings from this period, and as such the question of pitch is highly 
debatable, with deviation by a semitone being extremely common. I will 
refer to this recording as being a semitone higher than A=440, being the 
equivalent our modern Eb major, but this is by no means certain. The 
highest voice is sung by the ‘falsetto’ soprano Domenico Mancini who 
produces a stunning high F, a written E, towards the end of the piece. No 
clear changes of laryngeal registration are audible in his singing. The alto 
part is sung by Eugenio Travaglia who was 61 at the time of recording. The 
nature of his mechanism is, to my ears, indecipherable, sounding 
sometimes like a high and light ‘chest voice’ singer and sometimes like a 

 Ibid., 205.134

 Palestrina, Giovanni Pierluigi da. Kyrie and Gloria from Missa Aeterna Christi Munera. 135

Perf. Westminster Cathedral Choir. Cond. Richard Terry. Gramophone Co. 78. 1909.
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‘falsettist.’ Travaglia rises to a particularly ‘floaty’ Bb on the words 
‘immolatum’ and ‘cruce’ and falls to a quite tenorial middle C on the 
phrase ‘esto nobis.’ 
136

• 3.) Frederick Docker directing a performance of the hymn ‘Onward 
Christian Soldiers’ by Arthur Sullivan from St Andrew’s, Wells Street in 
London 1902: This particularly interesting recording seems likely to be a 
semitone higher than A=440 sounding therefore in F# major. The upper part 
is taken by boy choristers and the alto by adult males. Rather than discuss 
the particularly interesting nuances of the registrational shifts 
demonstrated in this recording, below can be seen an annotated score. 
Since the finer details of the inner voices in particular are hard to 
determine, it must be stressed that this is speculative to a certain extent. It 
is my hope that, in following the score below while simultaneously listening 
to the recording, the reader can form their own opinions about the 
laryngeal mechanisms demonstrated. 
137

 Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus. Ave Verum Corpus. Perf. Solistes de la Chapelle Sixtine. 136

SEMS. 78. 1936 Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart Ave Verum Corpus 1936 SEMS 78. A recording 
can be heard online here: https://youtu.be/GDSxeiQYBQk.

 Sullivan, Arthur. Onward Christian Soldiers. Perf. St Andrew’s Church Choir, Wells Street, 137

London. Edison Cylinder. 1902. A recording can be heard online here: https://youtu.be/
rUHrArLasx0. 
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• This being said, the twentieth century did see a resurgence in the popularity of 
‘falsetto’ in solo singing, particularly in tandem with the rise of the ‘Early Music 
Movement.’ A driving force behind this resurgence was the inspirational Alfred 
Deller, whose singing was described by Michael Tippet as ‘like no other sound 
in music, and few other musical sounds are so intrinsically musical.’ 
138

• Supposedly, Deller and Tippet met when Deller sang Purcell's 'Music for a 
While' to Tippett in the Song Room in Canterbury Cathedral in 1943. 'For me in 
that moment', according to Tippett, 'the centuries rolled back.'  In a more 139

recent interview, Tippet stated unequivocally that ‘It was quite clear to me that 
this was the voice which Purcell wrote for. I had been at that time drawn more 
and more to Purcell, and more and more to Purcell performances. I had 
wondered how on earth I would discover this voice which could do those florid 
vocalisations with the clarity which was obviously part of it.’  As wonderful an 140

anecdote as this is, we have seen that the comparison between Deller’s singing 
and the historical solo ‘countertenor’ was most likely an inaccurate one, despite 
its persistence. 


• While an analysis of the aesthetics of the early pioneers of the early music 
movement is beyond the scope of this document, it’s perhaps worth quoting 
Tippet further in order to better understand the appeal of associating a singer 
such as Deller with the imagined sound of the historical countertenor voice:


- ‘The counter-tenor is a male alto of what would be regarded now as 
exceptional range and facility. It was the voice for which Bach wrote many of 
the alto solos in the Church cantatas; and Purcell, who himself sang 
countertenor, gave to it some of his best airs and ensembles. To my ear it has 
a peculiarly musical sound because almost no emotional irrelevancies 
distract us from the absolutely pure musical quality of the production. It is like 
no other sound in music, and few other musical sounds are so intrinsically 
musical.’ 
141

• The role of falsetto singing and the countertenor voice has, of course, changed 
a great deal since the 1940s. While their role within the early music movement 
has been somewhat controversial to say the least, it’s undeniable that an 

 Quoted in Peter Giles, The History and Technique of the Counter-Tenor : A Study of the 138

Male High Voice Family (Aldershot: Scolar Press, 1994), 135.

 Ibid.139

 Ibid.140

 Ibid.141
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increased sense of comfort with ‘falsetto’ singing on the Western Classical 
concert stage has helped to diversify received traditions of vocalisation.
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